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Abstract

We study the impact of changing choice set size on the quality of choices in health
insurance markets. Using novel data on enrollment and medical claims for school
district employees in the state of Oregon, we document that the average employee
could save $600 by switching to a lower cost plan. Structural modeling reveals large
“choice inconsistencies” such as non-equalization of the dollar spent on premiums
and out of pocket, and a novel form of “approximate inertia” where enrollees are
excessively likely to switch to other plans that are close to the current plan on the plan
design spreadsheet. Variation in the number of plan choices across districts and over
time shows that enrollees make lower-cost choices when the choice set is smaller. We
show that a curated restriction of choice set size improves choices more than the best
available information intervention, partly because approximate inertia lowers gains
from new information. We explicitly test and reject the assumption that this is because
individuals choose worse from larger choice sets, or “choice overload”. Rather, we
show that this feature arises from the fact that larger choice sets feature worse choices
on average that are not offset by individual re-optimization.
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1 Introduction

Insurance product choice is a central feature of health insurance markets in the United States. Ap-
proximately 50% of U.S. residents get their coverage from an employer, and 58% of those offered
employer-sponsored insurance (ESI) have a choice of insurance plans.1 Those who buy private
insurance under the state and federal exchanges established by the Affordable Care Act (ACA)
had an average of 20 plans per county being offered on the exchanges in 2016.2 The Medicare
program that provides insurance coverage to approximately 42 million elderly and disabled Amer-
icans provides a choice between the traditional Medicare program and an average of 21 “Medicare
Advantage” plans that provide a private alternative; the prescription drug plan that was added to
Medicare in 2006 offers most beneficiaries a choice of more than 40 private prescription drug in-
surance plans.3 The lowest income Americans who are insured through Medicaid typically have a
choice of a variety of managed care plans for their coverage, with 275 total managed organizations
operating in 38 states and DC (an average choice set of 8 plans per state).4

This expansion of choice raises a number of issues.5 Foremost among them is the question of
whether consumers can adequately choose from a variety of complicated health insurance options.
Several studies show choice inconsistencies in health insurance markets whereby consumers do
not appear to choose plans that maximize their own long-run utility. Most of this work has been
focused on the case of prescription drug plan choice in the Medicare program. Abaluck and Gruber
(2011) present reduced form facts and structural analysis consistent with large choice inconsisten-
cies and foregone welfare for seniors choosing prescription drug plans; Ketcham et al. (2016) and
Abaluck and Gruber (2016b) clarify the sensitivity of these results to normative assumptions about
the role of omitted characteristics and debate various specification checks of models of choice in-
consistencies. Work by Handel (2013), Bhargava et al. (2017), and Handel and Kolstad (2015) a
document choice inconsistencies in the broader insurance context as well.

Importantly, however, there is little work on solutions to this problem of choice inconsistency.
Information interventions which have been assessed in practice and typically find small or zero
impacts on choice (Kling et al., 2012; Ericson et al., 2017, 2019), although a recent study suggests
that combining information interventions with skilled agents can improve choice (Gruber et al.,

1Data from Kaiser Family Foundation at http://kff.org/other/state-indicator/total-population/ and Kaiser Family
Foundation at http://kff.org/health-costs/report/2017-employer-health-benefits-survey/.

2Calculated from HealthCare.gov (2017) individual QHP landscape data at https://www.healthcare.gov/health-
plan-information-2017/.

3Data from Kaiser Family Foundation at http://kff.org/report-section/whats-in-and-whats-out-medicare-
advantage-market-entries-and-exits-for-2016-appendix/, Kaiser Family Foundation at http://kff.org/medicare/issue-
brief/medicare-advantage-2016-data-spotlight-overview-of-plan-changes/, and Kaiser Family Foundation at
http://kff.org/medicare/fact-sheet/the-medicare-prescription-drug-benefit-fact-sheet/.

4Data from Kaiser Family Foundation at http://kff.org/other/state-indicator/total-medicaid-mcos/.
5See Gruber (2017) for a review of these issues.
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2020). Learning over time does not seem to lead to a reduction in choice inconsistencies (Abaluck
and Gruber, 2016a).6 One potential solution is to aggressively shift the choice architecture to
potentially limit the “damage” from inconsistent choices. For example, Ericson and Starc (2016)
show that consumer welfare was improved by moving to a more standardized set of choices on the
Massachusetts health insurance exchange.

Even more radical than standardizing choices is limiting choices. A smaller choice set reduces
the potential for choice inconsistencies, but at the same time does not allow heterogeneous con-
sumers to match to the plan which best fits their tastes. Kamenica (2008) develops a theory where
consumers become less likely to participate in larger choice sets if there is some mechanism by
which smaller choice sets leave out bad options, and past literature from outside health insurance
shows that an individual’s willingness to participate in a market decreases as the choice set size
increases (Sethi-Iyengar et al., 2004; Iyengar and Kamenica, 2010; Bertrand et al., 2010). But
there is no field work which goes further to explore the impact of choice set size on the nature of

choices within the set.7

In this paper, we provide the first thorough analysis of whether a curated reduction in choice
set size for health insurance improves choice quality by reducing mistakes or makes consumers
worse off by removing valuable alternatives. We do so using a novel dataset across school districts
in the state of Oregon. Beginning in October 2008, each of the roughly 240 school districts in
Oregon selected a subset of plans to offer their employees from a menu of 9-13 plans that were
made available to them at prices centrally negotiated by the state, including up to 7 from the single
largest insurer. Prior to 2012, districts could select up to four plans which employees could then
choose from as well as the district contribution towards each option. After 2012, districts were free
to choose any number of plans to offer. The result is wide variation in choice sets and premiums
available to roughly 63,000 school district employees in Oregon each year.

We have gathered data from 2008-2012 on the complete enrollment and medical claims infor-
mation for school district employees.8 We matched enrollment and claims data with data carefully
collected from school district surveys and union contracts on the number of options and the dis-
trict contributions towards those options over this period. We use these data to show that the
type of choice inconsistencies documented by (Abaluck and Gruber, 2011, 2016b) extend from

6Ketcham et al. (2012) argue that there is learning, but Abaluck and Gruber (2016a) show a lack of learning in
higher quality data. See Ketcham et al. (2016) and Abaluck and Gruber (2016b) for a further debate over these issues.

7Within the context of health insurance, the only paper to explore the impacts of choice set size issue is Ketcham
et al. (2015), who finds that larger choice sets tended to increase switching behavior in the Medicare Part D market.
But the variation in choice set sizes ranges from 46 to 55 in their sample, which may not be a relevant range for many
insurance option sets, and does not speak to whether the increased switching led to improved choices.

8Our data also includes 2013 claims and choices, although most of our analysis focuses in 2008-2012 since a
restructuring of plan offerings in 2013 makes it more challenging to determine default options. Our main results are
qualitatively unchanged if we include 2013 data as well.
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the narrower area of prescription drug plan choice to the broader health insurance plan choice
environment. In fact, we find comparable results to the Part D context, with less than half of em-
ployees making the cost minimizing choice (despite often choosing from 2-4 plans) and an average
foregone savings of over $500 (about 20% of total out-of-pocket costs of $2,600, inclusive of pre-
miums). Structural models document significant choice inconsistencies even when controlling for
other aspects of plan choice.

We then make three new contributions. The first is to document an important new driver of
choices, “approximate inertia”. Not only is there the striking inertia in plan choice documented
by previous studies, but when enrollees do move, they tend to move to nearby plans in product
space with somewhat lower premiums. The effect of this approximate inertia is quite large; for
example, it is one-half as large as the well documented inertia effect of enrollment in a given
plan. It is also largely insensitive to the magnitude of the premium savings – switchers move
over time to lower premium plans without regard for the actual dollars that they save by doing
so. Remarkably, allowing for approximate inertia explains a greater share of choices in our choice
model than allowing choices to be sensitive to premiums. Indeed, adding this single parameter to
our previous model reduces the mean-squared error of predicted market shares conditional on the
prior year plan by almost 60%.

Our second contribution is to provide the first evidence that consumer choices improve when
facing a reduced set of choices. We study this using natural variation in choice set size within
districts over time in a setting where premiums are set at the state level, allowing us to isolate
demand-side effects. We know of no previous attempt to separate the demand-side impact of the
number of choices on how well consumers choose from the supply-side impact on premiums via
concentration. We find that limiting plan options, in a curated way, leads to both lower foregone
savings and, more strikingly, reduced total costs paid by enrollees. While work like Bhargava et al.
(2017) document that individuals make dominated choices, here we show that an actual policy
explicitly designed to limit choice set size by giving local officials discretion about what plans
to include made consumers better off. Undoing the reform that limited choice sets to four plans
prior to 2012 cost consumers about $150 per beneficiary. In our earlier work (Abaluck and Gruber,
2009), we found that randomly excluding plans from choice sets would not make consumers better
off, so we illustrate empirically that when policy-makers are given discretion to exclude plans, they
do much better than random and actually succeed in making beneficiaries better off.

We also investigate the interaction between approximate inertia and policies designed to im-
prove choices. We use our model to compare policies that limit choices to policies that would
induce equivalent savings among new consumers via information provision. We find that the im-
pact of information provision among returning consumers is sharply curtailed because they are
subject to both inertia and approximate inertia. The greater the impact of the intervention among
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new consumers, the more this impact is muted by inertia of both types among returning consumers.
In contrast, policies which limit choices are much less impacted by inertia and approximate inertia
because unsuitable plans which are removed cannot be chosen.

Our third contribution is to provide the first empirical test of choice overload by separating de-
mand from supply and assessing whether consumers use a different “choice function” when more
options are available. This is a major departure from the previous literature which has argued that
the factor driving choice size effects was that “decision-making improves when fewer options are
considered concurrently” (Besedeš et al., 2015). In fact, we find that “choice overload” is of sec-
ondary importance relative to the average quality of the options available in determining the impact
of adding more plans. This suggests that the problem of “too many choices” in insurance markets
may not be that consumers are especially confused when the number of options is large, but that
consumers always choose based on heuristics and this leads them to go awry when some options
are unsuitable for most beneficiaries. We conclude that individuals are sufficiently homogenous in
their response to plan characteristics that plan administrators can assess whether adding more plans
to a choice set can improve welfare simply by evaluating the effect on the average plan enrollee in
their district.

Our paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the health insurance choices across Oregon
school districts which provides the context for our study. Section 3 describes our data, while
Section 4 introduces our empirical strategy. Section 5 provides the results on choice inconsistency.
Section 6 then estimates the role of choice set limitations on choice quality. Section 6 concludes.

2 Health Insurance Benefits among Oregon Teachers

The state of Oregon was divided into between 226 and 244 school districts, education service
districts, or community colleges during our study period, with small variation from year to year.
Districts had several classes of workers; a given employee is categorized as one of: administrator
licensed, administrator non-licensed, classified, community college non-instructional, community
college faculty, confidential, licensed, substitute, or superintendent. Within each type are both part-
time and full-time employees. Most workers employed by school districts are a member of one
of three unions, either the Oregon School Employees Association (OSEA), the Oregon Education
Association (OEA), or the American Federation of Teachers-Oregon (AFT).

Prior to 2008, districts and community colleges independently purchased plans for employees
through the Oregon School Employees Association or one of two health plan trusts. Beginning
in 2008, health insurance benefits, as well as life and disability coverage, long-term care insur-
ance, an employee assistance program, and pre-tax savings accounts for each of these districts or
community colleges are provided by the Oregon Educational Benefit Board (OEBB). The OEBB
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negotiates rates for the state for a variety of plans from several insurers. These plans are listed over
time in Table 1. From 2008-2012, there were between 9 and 12 options available from three in-
surers: Kaiser Permanente, a closed panel Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) that restricts
patients to go to Kaiser hospitals and physicians; OMED (later MODA), a Preferred Provider Or-
ganization (PPO) plan that allows free choice of providers within a fairly broad statewide network;
and Providence, a competing PPO plan.

As the table shows, the set of options a district could offer changed over time: Kaiser added
one plan in 2009 and removed one plan in 2010, and Providence eventually withdrew from the
choice set in 2012. The options available to a given beneficiary also changed from year to year
based on statewide regulations and individual district choices. In addition to these medical plan
options, OEBB also offers a choice of prescription drug plans, dental plans, and vision coverage.
Table C1 summarizes the benefits structures of each of these options.

Each district was then given the option to offer up to 4 of those plans to their employees for
2008-2011. In 2012, there was no cap on the number of medical plans a district could offer. Across
all years, Kaiser plans were only offered in a subset of regions.9

The district has other tools at its disposal that can impact insurance plan choices as well. One
such tool is the rate at which the district will contribute towards plans. These contributions are
negotiated with the unions representing workers in each district and are made public to employees
before they enroll in health insurance for the upcoming year. Contribution structures differ sub-
stantially across districts. For most districts, for each employee type there is one flat contribution
for all coverage tiers (employee, employee and child, employee and spouse, family). Districts
could also vary the fixed contribution amount by coverage tier, and could offer either prorated or
full contribution amounts to part-time employees. Some districts offer a percentage contribution
in which the district paid some percentage of the chosen plan premium, rather than a fixed dollar
amount. This percentage contribution could either be constant for all employees or vary similarly
to fixed contributions, by coverage tier and full time versus part time status. Districts could also es-
tablish a fixed employee contribution to the premium, in which case the district contribution would
be the raw premium minus this fixed employee contribution and would vary based on the cost of
the chosen plan. This fixed employee contribution could vary similarly to the district contributions
above.

In addition, districts could make a contribution directly to accounts that employees could use
to pay their out of pocket medical costs. OMED9 was a qualified “high deductible plan” (based on
high level of patient deductibles) that allowed enrollees to set up “health savings accounts” (HSA)
to which they and the district could contribute funds on a pre-tax basis – and then draw down

9A single district in our sample – comprising 0.02% of all beneficiary-years – offered only a single plan. We
exclude this district from our analysis because the sample is too small to draw meaningful conclusions.
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these funds to pay medical expenses without tax penalty. For the other plans, districts could set
up Health Reimbursement Accounts (HRA), which operate in a similar fashion with the important
difference that HSAs are owned by the employee (and are therefore portable to other employers)
and HRAs are owned by the employer (and if the employee leaves the remaining balance therefore
reverts to the employer). If there was an excess district premium contribution (e.g. the negoti-
ated amount a district contributes to an employee’s premiums was greater than the raw premium)
unions negotiated that either the complete excess, a percentage of the excess, or the excess up to a
maximum value would be contributed by the district to an employee’s HRA. Some districts made
a fixed contribution to an HRA regardless of excess contributions.

A key issue for our analysis is the fact that there are very meaningful differences in provider
networks across plans. Provider networks are identical within insurer with one exception; in 2011
and 2012 plan OMED4 was a limited network plan with a narrower network than other OMED
plans. But the networks differ across insurers, particularly for Kaiser which has a very limited
network of providers. Including insurer fixed effects in the model are not sufficient to capture the
overall effect of these differences if there is individual-specific variation in the value of broader
networks that may be correlated with our other parameters of interest in ways difficult to capture
in any parametric specification. Therefore, we focus only on plans offered by the largest single
insurer, OMED/MODA.10 In doing so we hold all non-financial characteristics of plans constant,
including features such as customer support or network breadth – the differences across plans are
purely financial, arising from variation in premium and out of pocket costs. In Abaluck and Gruber
(2016c), we show that the results are very similar when using the larger set of choices.

Enrollment in health insurance plans takes place during an open enrollment period that runs
from August 15th to September 15th each fall. We have data on choices made by enrollees in open
enrollments from fall 2008 through fall 2013. The default option for employees not making an
active choice vary by district and year; unfortunately, these defaults are not observable to us.

3 Data

We have collected data from a variety of sources for this analysis.

3.1 Institutional Details on District Plan Structure and Contributions

We received complete data on the plans offered by each district in each year to each employee type
from OEBB. We then collected detailed data on the district contributions to employee premiums as
well as district policies on HSAs and HRAs from two sources. First, with OEBB’s assistance, we

10The results for OMED/MODA only are identical if OMED4 is excluded from the choice set for 2011 and 2012.
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collected detailed surveys from each district. Surveys regarding district HSA and HRA policies
was sent to each district’s benefits manager. Second, we received union contracts from OEBB.
These contracts contain the negotiated district contributions to represented employees as well as
whether an HSA or HRA was available. We carefully combined these two sources of data, with
priority to directly collected surveys because of the possibility that a contract had been amended,
but the amendment was not publically available. We drop district, year, employee type observations
for which we do not have data on the district contribution. We also drop observations for employees
whose choice sets include only one plan option (a single district).

Table 2 shows the number of beneficiaries with each choice set size in each year. This table is
tabulated among the final sample of policy holders included in our perfect foresight analysis.

In addition to variation in the plans available to a beneficiary (choice set), districts vary widely
in their contribution policy. While about 96% of policy holders in each year were in districts
with a fixed district contribution,11 the value of that contribution varied because the contribution
is sufficient to fully cover premiums for some plans but not others (and beneficiaries cannot keep
the residual difference). For more than 90% of policy holders, there is at least one plan with
zero premiums after the contribution, meaning that the contribution alters the relative value of
plans; that is, since the contribution is worthless once premiums have reached zero (in most cases),
a fixed contribution changes the relative prices of plans. Therefore, even among this 96%, the
district contribution does change the relative value of plans. As noted above, another source of
differentiation across districts is their contributions towards accounts employees can use to pay out
of pocket medical costs, either through the HSA that is associated with plan OMED 9 or the HRA
that could be offered to policy holders with other OMED plans. There is substantial variation
across districts in both whether there are contributions to the HSA/HRA, and the form of those
contributions (fixed, percentage of excess contribution, or other).

3.2 Enrollment and Claims data on OEBB Employees

To analyze choice of plan, we gathered a complete universe of enrollment and claims data for
OEBB employees over the 2008-2012 period. We sometimes rely on a beneficiary’s year t-1 claims
to model year t plan choice, so we keep only beneficiaries with prior year claims (meaning that
2009 is the first year of our analysis sample). Table C2 shows the impact of each sample restriction
we impose on the total sample size. Our final analysis sample contains 92,133 beneficiaries.

11Between 2.3% and 5.4% of policy holders in each year were in districts with a percentage district contribution,
and the remaining policy holders were in districts with a fixed policy holder contribution.
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3.3 Measuring Premium and Out of Pocket Costs

There are a variety of issues that arise in the measurement of premiums and out of pocket costs.
Direct premium payments are determined by the difference between plan cost and district con-
tributions, as discussed above. But districts often also make separate contributions to the HSA
account included in the OMED9/MODAH plan, as well as the HRA that could be offered with
other OMED/MODA plans. As described above, we have carefully collected data on district poli-
cies for how any excess district contribution to premiums is deposited into these savings accounts.
We then apply federal legal maximum amounts to these accounts, to arrive at a final dollar value
for the amount (which varies by the raw premium of the plan selected and district specific policies)
by which a district could fund a savings account. Beneficiaries can use this amount to offset out
of pocket costs, so after calculating the raw out of pocket costs faced by a beneficiary in each plan
in their choice set, we subtract the district contributed amount in a beneficiary’s savings account to
arrive at the net out of pocket costs to a beneficiary.

Another issue is treatment of dental and vision premiums. Given the small premium relative to
medical and prescription drug, we assume that dental and vision plans are of secondary importance
in the choice of a health insurance plan. Therefore, we assume that an individual will enroll in the
same dental and vision plan, regardless of the medical plan in which they enroll.12

The major issue with measuring out of pocket costs is determining the proper model of expec-
tations. We consider three different models of expectations: perfect foresight, perfect backcast,
and rational expectations. In the perfect foresight model, we assume that enrollees know exactly
what their out of pocket costs will be in the coming year and run their realized claims through a
calculator in each plan to determine out of pocket costs. In the perfect backcast model, we assume
that enrollees believe that the coming year’s claims will be identical to the prior year; to determine
out of pocket costs, we run the prior year claims through each of the plans in the enrollee’s choice
set.

The rational expectations model assumes that enrollees forecast a distribution of possible out
of pocket costs for each plan given the information available at the time when they choose. To cre-
ate this distribution we use a software program developed by Johns Hopkins Medical School that
predicts individual risk for future medical expenditures using past expenditure and demographics,

12We do not observe chosen dental and vision plans prior to 2010. To calculate this premium cost prior to 2010, we
calculate enrollment weighted average dental and vision premiums in each district and employee type for all dental
and vision plans and for all non-Kaiser dental and vision plans with plan selection weights based on observed 2010
enrollment. If a beneficiary is enrolled in a Kaiser medical plan, we apply the all-plan weighted average dental or
vision premium, and if a beneficiary is enrolled in a non-Kaiser medical plan, we apply the non-Kaiser weighted
average dental or vision premium. After 2010, we apply the chosen dental or vision premium to all counterfactual
plans, unless the counterfactual medical plan is non-Kaiser and the chosen medical plan was Kaiser – in which case
the Kaiser dental or vision plan would not be available. In these cases we apply the mean enrollment weighted average
of available non-Kaiser dental or vision plan premiums.
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as in Handel (2013).13 This software develops individual risk scores for future health care expen-
diture. By creating groups of individuals who are similarly at risk based on the Johns Hopkins
software predicted risk score, and using our calculator to model costs in all available plans for ran-
domly selected individuals from each group, we can create distributions of expected expenditures
for each group of similarly at risk individuals. We use 3 methods and 3 draw sizes, resulting in 9
versions of these distributions to test sensitivity; all yield very similar results (see Table C3).

More specifically, the ACG software creates three scores based on predicted medical expen-
ditures, predicted drug expenditures and all other expenditures. For the results in this paper, we
create deciles of each of the three dimensions of risk and add an eleventh category in each dimen-
sion for zero costs. We then regress year t costs on these three categorical variables (calculated
based on year t-1 claims) and generate a predicted cost in year t. Next we create deciles of this pre-
dicted cost variable to yield 10 groups of similarly at risk individuals. We then randomly sample
with replacement 2,000 individuals from each cell. These randomly drawn individuals are all mod-
elled as if they were individual policy holders in all available plans to create 2,000 estimates of out
of pocket costs in every plan x cell combination. An observation for every plan in a beneficiary’s
choice set is then matched to the 2,000 estimates of out of pocket costs for their cell. Costs are then
summed across families for each draw. Finally, family out of pocket and deductible maximums
are imposed on total family costs. With these constructed rational expectations measures of out
of pocket costs, we can then assess choices against the mean and variance of the distribution of
expected costs to investigate preferences for risk protection. In some robustness checks below, we
use 20,000 individuals per cell in order to calculate extreme quantiles of the risk distribution with
more precision.14

4 Modeling Choice Inconsistencies

4.1 Descriptive Facts: The Role of “Approximate Inertia”

We begin by presenting the basic facts on foregone savings, defined as the total costs to the bene-
ficiary in the chosen plan minus the total cost to the beneficiary in the cost minimizing plan. For
each policy holder in our data, we use our calculator to assign the net premium plus out of pocket

13Johns Hopkins ACG (Adjusted Clinical Groups) Case-Mix System. See http://acg.jhsph.org/.
14Implicitly, constructing out of pocket costs using a fixed basket of claims assumes that consumers would not adjust

their consumption for moral hazard reasons. Provided consumers do not have sufficient foresight to take into account
expected differences in moral hazard in their plan choices, ignoring moral hazard in our analysis should not bias our
positive model. We show in Appendix A of Abaluck and Gruber (2009) that the additional impact of moral hazard on
utility for plan j relative to a reference plan is given by: −1/2 S ·ε ·CI j (CI j−CI0), where S is out of pocket spending,
ε is the utilization elasticity, and CI is the fraction of expenditures paid out of pocket. Assuming a utilization elasticity
of -0.20 and taking the median plan as the reference plan, this term would typically be less than $30.
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costs of each option in their choice set. We then compare this quantity for the chosen plan to the
lowest cost plan in their choice set, and compute the difference, for each model of expectations.

As Figure 1 shows, we find substantial foregone savings across all methods of modeling ex-
pected out of pocket costs. Each bar in the figure represents average foregone savings for an
alternative model of expectations. Assessing the chosen plan relative to lowest cost plan yields
mean foregone savings between $511 and $522.15 Figure C2 shows the distribution of foregone
savings according to the rational expectations measure – 10% of beneficiaries could save more
than $2,000. There are meaningful foregone savings from choices regardless of how expectations
are modeled.

If people are not cost minimizing, how are they choosing? As in most insurance markets, we
find high rates of inertia: 71% of consumers are inertial when their prior year plan continues to be
available.16 Among active choosers, we find that most non-inertial beneficiaries follow a simple
heuristic: they move to one of the two most similar plans with lower premiums. We call this phe-
nomenon, “approximate inertia”. Consumers are uncertain about what will happen if they choose
a radically different plan, so they choose a similar plan with lower premiums. They do so largely
without regard for whether this plan saves them money or even would have saved them money in
the previous year. “Approximate inertia” is thus distinct from the usual premium responsiveness we
estimate because it occurs regardless of the magnitude of the actual premium savings achievable
from switching plans.

The underlying pattern is illustrated in Figure 2. MODA plans are numbered in decreasing
order of coverage comprehensiveness. Higher plans have lower premiums, but higher deductibles
and lower out of pocket maxes. This means that lower numbered plans cost more and have better
risk protection for the average beneficiary. The orange bars in the figure represent the actual choices
made by those switching plans (i.e. if you switch from OMED3 to OMED5, you have a difference
of 2). We can see that conditional on switching, more than 71% of beneficiaries move to a plan
which is one or two numbers higher. If beneficiaries chose randomly (the grey bars), we would
expect this number to be 44%. If beneficiaries minimized costs, we would expect this number
to be 59% (the yellow bars). These plans are thus substantially overrepresented relative to what
we would expect if beneficiaries minimized costs. Cost minimizing switchers would both choose
more plans with more generous coverage, and choose more plans with even lower premiums but
less generous coverage.

Could this be explained by heterogeneous risk preferences? The fact that consumers who

15Figure C1 shows that savings are even larger if we consider all alternative plans, but these plans may have different
provider networks.

16While high, the degree of inertia is lower than in other markets. We think this is due to two factors: first, there are
large changes in premiums from year to year over the period we study (both positive and negative). Second, OEBB
reaches out to beneficiaries and encourages them to actively choose plans in each year.
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choose OMED3 move to OMED4 and those who choose OMED6 move to OMED7 is consistent
with consumers with different risk preferences preferring different levels of coverage. However,
the movements we observe cannot be rationalized by risk preference alone: Figure 2 suggests
that if beneficiaries minimized costs, 16% would choose plans with more coverage rather than
the 10% we observe. Plans with more coverage also offer better risk protection – thus, the fact
that beneficiaries overwhelmingly move to less comprehensive, lower premium plans (even absent
improved health) does not appear consistent with any level of risk aversion. In our structural
model, we explicitly assess the degree to which heterogeneous risk preferences can explain the
“approximate inertia” we observe.

In our previous work, we document that consumers weight premiums more heavily than out of
pocket costs (Abaluck and Gruber, 2011, 2016b). Is this a manifestation of the same phenomenon?
Our results in the next section imply that “approximate inertia” is something new: we do find that
consumers overweight premiums relative to out of pocket costs, but the estimated response to
changes in premiums is far too small to explain the phenomenon we document in Figure 2 – and in
fact, we see shifts towards lower premium plans even in years when the relative premium savings
of those plans decrease.

4.2 Choice Model

Of course, these facts on foregone savings are not by themselves dispositive that consumers are
making errors because of other differences across plans. Even within the MODA plans, the vari-
ance in outcomes may be lower for plans with higher measured foregone savings. Additionally,
we want to evaluate the degree to which apparent heuristics like “approximate inertia” might be
explained by persistent risk preferences and changes in premiums over time. To do so, we turn to
a structural model of plan choice.

Define the Gross Premium as the premium listed on the plan design document and define
Net Premium = max{0,Gross Premium−Employer Contribution} as the amount the beneficiary
pays. Additionally, define Residual Premium = Net Premium−Gross Premium. We will allow
consumer utility to vary as a function of both the gross premium and the residual premium. If
these have equal coefficients, then we could equivalently write utility as a function only of the net
premium.

Positive utility in our model is given by:

ui jt = β0iGross Premiumi jt +β1iResidual Premiumi jt

+ β2iE(OOP)i jt +β3iVari jt +d jt +ξi j +θi j + εi j
(1)
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Utility depends firstly on the gross and residual premium terms, both of which vary by plan
and tier. Utility additionally depends on the individual’s mean and variance of out of pocket costs
(or in the case of the perfect backcast or perfect foresight model, just the mean since there is no
uncertainty), on plan-year fixed effects d jt , on the inertia dummies ξi j which are 1 for the plan
chosen last year and zero otherwise, on the approximate inertial dummies θi j which is 1 if plan j is
one or two columns higher than the inertial plan on the plan design spreadsheet and zero otherwise,
and on the idiosyncratic error terms εi j, which are assumed i.i.d. type I extreme value. In some
specifications, we further decompose d jt = x jtγ + e jt where x jt are plan financial characteristics.

To motivate the dependence of utility on only the mean and variance of costs, we can assume
CARA utility and normally distributed costs. That is, if U(C) = −exp(−γ(W −C)) where W is
wealth and C is total costs (premiums plus out of pocket costs) with C ∼ N(µ,σ2), then expected
utility is given by: EU(C) = −αexp(γµ + 1

2γ2σ2) where α = −exp(γW ), a constant. Taylor-
expanding this gives the indirect utility function in equation (1). In some models, we allow β0i and
γi to be random coefficients to allow for heterogeneous risk preferences as well as heterogeneous
preferences for costs relative to other unobservables. Below, we also consider models where con-
sumers value higher quantiles of the distribution of out of pocket costs to check whether our results
could be driven by differences across plans not well-accounted for by the variance of out of pocket
cost.

Table 3 shows the structural coefficients from logit estimation of the positive utility equation
(1) assuming homogeneous coefficients (we report random coefficient results below). For plans
with small market share, these coefficients can be interpreted as the percentage change in choice
probabilities induced by a change in the “x” variable. For example, a $100 increase in gross annual
premiums leads to a 7.3% reduction in the probability that a plan is chosen. We report results in
our perfect backcast, perfect foresight and rational expectations models. We include the variance
term only for the rational expectations measure, since it is not computed for the other measures.
All specifications include plan x tier and plan x year fixed effects.17

The responsiveness to gross premiums is thus identified by differential premium changes over
time across tiers: if premiums increase more for families than individual policy holders for a given
plan, do we see a reduction in the probability that families choose that plan? The responsiveness
to residual premiums is identified principally based on whether, when district contributions “zero-
out” some plans but not others, do individuals become more likely to choose the plans which benefit
more from this contribution and thus have a lower relative price? The responsiveness to individual
variables like out of pocket costs is identified based on whether individuals whose specific set of

17The coefficients on plan characteristics such as the deductible, out of pocket max and copay are recovered by fixing
the coefficients other than plan characteristics at their estimated value reported in the table, omitting the plan dummies
and including these characteristics. This is equivalent to a weighted regression of the fixed effects on auxiliary plan
characteristics.
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claims make particular plans expensive are less likely to choose those plans.
The main results in all specifications replicate the choice inconsistencies from our previous

work as well as providing evidence of new choice inconsistencies.18 First, we find a large gap be-
tween the coefficient on premium and out of pocket costs; in every specification, the coefficient on
the gross premiums is significantly larger than the coefficient on out of pocket costs, and is often
several times larger. In addition, while consumers are fairly responsive to gross premiums (the
number listed on plan design spreadsheets next to a plan), they are fairly insensitive to residual
premiums, which vary conditional on gross premiums to the degree that premium contributions
from employers “zero out” some plans and not others. As with out of pocket costs, this suggests
that consumers are either not fully informed about what these contributions are or are failing to
properly compute their consequences. Second, there is a large willingness to pay for financial plan
characteristics even after controlling for the out of pocket consequences of those characteristics.
In particular, we find that all of the coefficients on fixed plan cost-sharing characteristics are sig-
nificant and right signed. For example, turning to the rational-expectations specification in the last
column, consumers respond to a $10 increase in primary care copays seven times more than a $10
increase in premiums after conditioning on the individualized out of pocket cost consequences. In
other words, beneficiaries are extremely responsive to the copays listed for primary care visits, but
their responsiveness does not vary much with the number of primary care visits they are predicted
to make (and thus the individualized out of pocket cost coefficient is very small).

Conditional on the factors in our earlier model, we also find that “approximate inertia” is im-
portant in explaining choices conditional on the other effects included in our model. In the rational
expectations specification, the increase in choice probability for “approximately inertial” plans in
the sense defined above is equivalent to what we would expect from a $1,960 increase in premi-
ums. For comparison, the degree of inertia is what we would expect if inertial plans were $3,700
better. Approximate inertia is about 1

2 as powerful as inertia itself in our context.
Indeed, we in fact find that approximate inertia explains a greater share of choices than pre-

miums. To measure this, we reestimate our models with and without premiums and approximate
inertia, and consider both the average absolute error and mean squared error of the prediction of
each model relative to the observed shares choosing plan j in each year conditional on the plan
chosen in the prior year. We find that adding approximate inertia to the model has a much larger
impact on these measures than does adding premiums. This result holds whether we include plan
fixed effects (in which case the premium coefficients allow for differential responses by tier and
district contribution) or if we omit plan fixed effects (in which case premium coefficients also per-
mit consumers to on average be less likely to choose plans with higher premiums). Indeed, adding

18Table C6 shows that similar results hold if we estimate our model using the full choice set instead of only MODA
plans.
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a single parameter to our model to allow for approximate inertia reduces the mean-squared error
of predicted market shares conditional on prior year plan by almost 60%!19

In other words, adding a single parameter to utility which allows consumers to give special
weight to plans which are adjacent (a difference of “1” or “2” on the plan design spreadsheet)
explains more choices than letting consumers choose plans on the basis of premium differences
(and this is true regardless of whether we include plan fixed effects in the model). Consumers
move over time to lower premium plans, but largely without regard for the actual savings they
will realize by doing so. This is an analog of our finding above that consumers prefer plans with
desirable characteristics (small deductibles), but largely without regard for the actual out of pocket
cost savings these features will produce.

One explanation for approximate inertia could be that healthy consumers wrongly believe they
will remain healthy forever. If they realize they would have saved money in year t-1 by choosing
a plan with lower premiums, they choose such a plan in year t even if it is not cost minimizing
in a rational expectations sense. In fact, this does not appear to be what is going on. If we look
specifically at beneficiaries who previously received a shock of more than $5,000 to their medical
expenses in the previous year, these beneficiaries are nearly equally likely to exhibit approximate
inertia; the implicit willingness to pay for an approximately inertial plan among shocked consumers
is $1,897, compared to $1,980 among unshocked consumers.20 In other words, approximate inertia
is not just a phenomenon of people wrongly believing they will remain healthy forever; even
beneficiaries who recently had high spending seek out savings by moving to lower premium plans
even if they end up losing money by doing so.

To investigate whether these results could be explained by heterogeneous risk preferences,
we again estimate equation (1), but add random coefficients on the premium, out of pocket cost
and variance terms. These results are reported in Table C5. While the random coefficients are
often statistically significant indicating that the model with heterogeneity fits the data better, we
find no evidence that accounting for heterogeneity explains an appreciable fraction of approximate
inertia. Risk preferences are identified because the same plans generate very different risk profiles
for different individuals. If consumers are risk averse, we should see that consumers who face
substantial risk given their prior year claims make different choices than consumers who face little
risk. In fact, this is not what we see, and so our models suggest minimal levels of risk aversion
(and relatively little heterogeneity).

Ericson and Sydnor (2018) pose a novel alternative explanation for findings such as this: the
presence of liquidity constraints might cause individuals to overvalue regular premiums over ir-

19These results are reported in Table C4.
20These numbers are computed by adding a separate “shock x approximate inertia” term to the behavioral logit

model, and dividing the estimated coefficient by the coefficient on gross premiums. We report here the numbers for
the rational expectations model; the numbers in other models are similar.
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regular and large deductibles. To test this, in Table C7, we show that our results are comparable if
we restrict to individuals of at least 50 years of age who are less likely to be liquidity constrained.
Thus, liquidity constraints seem unlikely to explain our results.21

Our results could be consistent with a world in which consumers fail to accurately model the
distribution of costs they will face in each plan, but still have determinate risk preferences which
they express via their choice of coverage comprehensiveness. Nevertheless, our model implies that
the patterns generated by heuristics – such as choosing a plan based on a vague sense of coverage
comprehensiveness and then “staying close” to that plan – fit the data better than modeling choices
based on the actual distribution of costs with persistent risk preferences.

4.3 Evidence of Choice Inconsistencies and Welfare Consequences

In our baseline specifications, we assume that normative utility in money-metric terms is given by:

uN
i jt = Net Premiumi j +E (OOP)i jt−

β3i

β0i
Vari jt (2)

This embeds four normative assumptions:

Assumption 1. A dollar of premiums has the same normative utility impact as a dollar of out of

pocket costs. Additionally, a dollar of gross premiums has the same normative utility impact as a

dollar of residual premiums.

A dollar is a dollar regardless of its provenance (at least once we control for risk). This assump-
tion follows (Abaluck and Gruber, 2011, 2016b).22 Even if preferences for risk or the marginal
utility of income are heterogeneous, we should see that premiums and expected out of pocket costs
are given equal weight once we appropriately control for risk.

Assumption 2. Financial characteristics of plans are not relevant for utility, except via out of

pocket costs.

Conditional on the individualized mean and variance of out of pocket exposure for a given
plan, consumers should not independently value features such as deductibles and copayments;
they should only care about such plan characteristics to the extent that they affect the consumer.
This restriction is natural provided we have correctly specified how consumers value different cost
distributions. As noted in the previous section, CARA utility and normal costs imply that utility

21Olafsson and Pagel (2018) find that consumers may behave as if liquidity constrained even in settings where there
are no such constraints. This pattern of behavior is consistent with the evidence documented here.

22Appendix C of Abaluck and Gruber (2009) considers one microfoundation.
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depends only on the mean and variance of costs. Below, we consider alternative models where
utility depends on other moments of the cost distribution and show this makes little difference to
our results.

Assumption 3. The inertia terms are normatively irrelevant.

This is assumption follows our previous work as well as other papers in this literature (Handel
and Kolstad, 2015). If inertia reflects factors like inattention or “satisficing” (Schwartz et al., 2002),
then consumers may be better off were they enrolled in an alternative plan even if empirically, we
see that they rarely switch. When switching between insurers with different networks, individuals
may have to pay substantial adjustment costs to switch providers. However, in our context, looking
within MODA plans, any adjustment costs should be negligible.23

Assumption 4. The other omitted characteristics – including the plan fixed effects and idiosyn-

cratic error term – are not relevant to utility.

Conditional on choosing a MODA plan, physician network and other non-financial character-
istics of plans are held constant – so the only meaningful source of differentiation are the financial
characteristics which we observe.

The second panel of Table 3 computes foregone welfare given the normative utility function
specified in the normative utility equation (equation 2) as well as the case where the variance term
is assumed to be zero (in the perfect backcast or perfect foresight models, there is no variance).
We find that including the variance makes essentially no difference – the measured degree of risk
aversion is extremely small – and we find foregone welfare of $510-$520. These figures are very
close to the results shown in Figure 1, indicating that foregone savings is a good summary measure
of welfare loss.

Table C9 computes the same number under alternative normative assumptions. Accounting for
heterogeneity in risk preferences and the marginal utility of income (and computing expected util-
ity by integrating over the estimated distributions) makes little difference to our estimates because
the estimated degree of risk aversion is always small. We also consider whether our findings are
driven by misspecification of risk magnitudes or preferences. In fact, we find little evidence of sen-
sitivity to the 90th, 95th, or 99th percentiles of the distribution of out of pocket costs conditional on
the mean that we include in our model. If rather than use revealed preference we impute the degree

23One way of quantifying this is to estimate the “default-specific consideration” model of Abaluck and Adams
(2017) in order to recover the fraction of inertia which is due to inattention. Estimating this model in our context
implies that roughly 2/3 of inertia is driven by inattention, supporting our normative assumption. The remaining
“utility-relevant” components of inertia need not be normatively relevant either–they may reflect factors like consumers
paying attention but requiring a threshold benefit before switching to compensate for “unknown unknowns” that might
go wrong if they switch. In our view, while adjustment costs across plans or networks may be large and non-trivial in
other settings, large adjustment costs within MODA plans are unlikely.
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of risk aversion based on values commonly used in the literature (CARA = .0001, .0003, .0005,
.001, .002), we find that this makes little difference to our conclusions about foregone welfare. In
fact, our welfare conclusions are not monotonic in the imputed level of risk aversion. This reflects
the fact that chosen plans are sometimes inferior both in terms of average costs and variance of
costs (meaning that higher risk aversion increases foregone welfare), while sometimes they are
higher cost but lower variance (meaning higher risk aversion decreases foregone welfare).

5 Improving Choices: Information or Choice Set Changes?

Given these large foregone savings, and given that consumers use recognizable heuristics, are
there mechanisms that could improve consumer choice of health care plans? A natural such mech-
anism is decision support, providing clearer information and presentation on the implications of
plan choice for total enrollee costs. As noted earlier, most studies of decision support find only
very modest benefits if any in terms of improving choice consistency (Kling et al., 2012; Ericson
et al., 2017, 2019), although a recent study suggests that combining information interventions with
skilled agents may lead to larger improvements (Gruber et al., 2020).

A more radical alternative is to limit the plans available to consumers. That is, do beneficiaries
in smaller choice sets leave less money on the table relative to the best plan, and ultimately, do they
spend less on premiums and out of pocket costs? And how does this depend on how the smaller
plans are curated? In this section, we investigate this more radical alternative and compare the
benefits to potential information interventions. We will also investigate how the presence of inertia
and approximate inertia impacts the benefits of both types of intervention.

As noted in the introduction, a common problem with analyzing the welfare implications of
choice set variation is that it can affect both the supply and demand sides of the market. Reducing
the choice set can reduce competitive pressures on premium setting as well as the nature of con-
sumer choices across plans. This is not a problem in our context, however, because premiums are
set at the state level. This means that the supply side is fixed with respect to any individual district.
When districts vary the number of choices facing enrollees, this has no impact on the prices that
will be paid by these enrollees, allowing us to isolate the demand side impacts of choice set size
variation in our context. Doing so is important because tools such as auctions could be used to
maintain competition between providers while still limiting the options ultimately made available
to consumers.
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5.1 Reduced Form Impact of Choice Set Size and the 2012 Reform

Figure 3 shows foregone savings by choice set size for all three models of expectations. While we
find substantial foregone savings in each case, there is a significant increase with choice set size:
foregone savings rises from about $350 in choice sets with 2 MODA plans to $1,050-$1,100 in
those with 7 MODA plans.

Foregone savings measures the quality of choices relative to the best possible option. For
welfare purposes, however, we are principally concerned with whether consumers are made better
off by larger choice sets. Changing choice set size impacts foregone savings via both the chosen
plan and the best available plan – foregone savings might increase if the best available plan is better
in larger choice sets even if the plan in which beneficiaries are enrolled is no less appropriate.
Therefore, we may want to examine effects not only on foregone savings, but on total costs.

Additionally, many other factors may differ across districts with different numbers of plan
choices. For example, districts with healthier or sicker enrollees may offer more or fewer choices.
To evaluate whether larger choice sets make consumers worse off, we therefore turn to a reduced
form model of total costs in the chosen plan as a function of choice set size and a rich set of
covariates. We start by constructing a dataset which consists of just the chosen plan for each
beneficiary. We then estimate the coefficients on dummies for the number of plans, controlling for
other covariates that might be correlated with districts’ decisions to offer more or fewer choices.

Specifically, we estimate the equation:

uN
itr = ξJ + xitγ +ξd,r +ξt,e(i)+ εitr (3)

where i indexes beneficiaries, t indexes time (in years), and r indexes tiers (individual/couple/family).
uN

itr are either the foregone savings or the total costs in the chosen plan and ξJ are the coefficients of
interest (the dummies for the number of plans). The remaining controls in the model capture other
differences in districts. In particular, ξd,r includes choice set (d) x tier (r) fixed effects. With these
included, we are only identifying the effect of choice set size from within district/tier changes
in the number of choices offered to employees; that is, any fixed differences across district/tier
combinations (such as taste for variety) are controlled for.

Of course, it is possible that even changes in the number of choices offered are correlated with
underlying employee health. To address this point, we also include in the model ξt,e(i) , a set
of year x decile of individual expenditure fixed effects. That is, we control for how individual
expenditures impact choices, so that any choice set variation within districts is independent of
enrollee health. Finally, xit are controls which include the employer contribution and the number
of years the beneficiary has been present in the sample.
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The resulting coefficient measure how foregone savings and total costs vary as the number of
plans vary within a choice set over time – holding fixed district characteristics, individual expendi-
ture, employer contribution, and other factors which might impact total costs and foregone savings.
We omit the fixed effect for choice sets with 2 plans (the smallest observed choice sets); thus, the
estimated plan size effects are all defined relative to choice sets with 2 plans.

Column 1 of Table 4 shows the results of this regression with foregone savings on the left
hand side. Each coefficient shows the foregone savings associated with choice sets of each size,
relative to a choice set with only two options. The results are quite close to Figure 3; the levels
are somewhat lower, but the slope by choice set size is steeper.24 The results in Table 4 thus show
that the raw patterns in Figure 3 persist once we use panel variation and control for differences in
beneficiary characteristics.

Column 2 reports the results with total costs (rather than foregone savings) on the left hand
side. While not monotonic, after partialling out covariates, the basic pattern in Figure 3 remains –
choice sets with more plans not only lead to higher foregone savings, but higher total costs in the
plan in which beneficiaries enroll. Therefore, smaller choice sets do appear to be associated with
higher quality choices. The differences are quite large; in a choice set of 7 relative to a choice set
of 2, foregone savings are higher by $742 and total costs are higher by $450.

In Table C8, we replicate these results with alternative control sets – the results are extremely
robust to the inclusion of different controls, and barely shift whether we include year fixed effects,
year x expenditure quantile fixed effects, experience fixed effects, or subsidy controls.

While we estimate zero risk aversion in practice, we might worry that this reflects a lack of
information on the part of consumers and that a more normatively appropriate standard is to allow
for some risk aversion. Table C10 demonstrates that these results are robust to a range of values for
risk aversion commonly seen in the literature – larger choice sets are not simply leading consumers
to pay more for better coverage.25 Therefore, limiting choice set size, in our context, appears to
hold the promise to substantially improve choice quality and lower total enrollee costs.

5.2 The Impact of the 2012 Reform

In 2012, OEBB relaxed a requirement that districts offer at most 4 plans per choice set.The reform
itself increased the average number of plans from 3.5 to 5.4. In this section we use the 2012 reform
to assess whether our structural model can replicate the reduced form effects of this policy change.

24While they show qualitatively the same pattern, the quantitative results in the Table differ somewhat from Figure
3. This is because the figure shows the raw cross-sectional variation ....

25Abaluck and Gruber (2011) demonstrates the assumptions under which we can derive a coefficient on the variance
of costs from assumptions about the degree of CARA risk aversion. We consider the same range of values for risk
aversion used in the simulations there.
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Based on the results from Equation (3), this suggests that the reform increased total costs
by $157; that is, expanding choice set sizes from 3.5 to 5.4 raised the total annual spending by
enrollees by $157. In Appendix B.2, we show that our structural model implies a similar value.
Specifically, when we estimate a decision rule for which plans are included as a function of their
total cost and apply this decision rule to remove plans from choice sets with more than 4 plans
in 2012, we find that the average beneficiary saves $139. Note the difference between these two
estimates: the reduced form estimate uses the empirical (panel) variation in choice set size over
time and asks, do we see that consumers enroll in lower cost plans when choice sets are smaller?
Even absent any variation in choice set size, our structural model makes a prediction about how
consumers would choose as we vary the choice set. The alignment of the structural and reduced
form numbers suggests that these predictions perform well. We explore this issue more directly in
Section 5.4, where we ask if a more general model in which our structural parameters vary with
choice set size fits the data better. As we might expect from the results reported here, we find that
the same parameters predict choices well regardless of choice set size.

5.3 Information vs. Choice Set Restrictions

In this section, we simulate two types of policies that might impact choices: information inter-
ventions and choice set size restrictions. By doing so we illustrate the power of choice set size
restrictions – in particular given the importance of both inertia and approximate inertia found in
our models. For this exercise, we consider choice sets with more than two plans, since some of our
simulations involve removing two plans from each choice set.

We first consider restricting choices to the lowest total cost plans (premium plus expected out
of pocket costs) in the choice set. In the first three columns of the top panel of Table 5, we consider
restricting choices to either: a) the lowest cost plan based on average costs among all beneficiaries
in that year, b) the lowest cost plan based on average costs in each district, or c) the lowest cost
plan for each individual.26 Restricting to the lowest cost plan for each individual saves $537.27

Substantial savings remain available if we offer all beneficiaries only the lowest cost plan in their
district available to them ($332), or the lowest cost plan based on average costs in a given year
($215). This exercise shows that, while there is heterogeneity in which plans are best, the most
inexpensive plans tend to save money across the board.

We show in Table C11 that replicating these analyses with foregone welfare does not change the
result. Assigning beneficiaries to lower cost plans saves money. It sometimes affords greater risk

26For simulations a) and b), to keep the beneficiaries we are comparing comparable across all simulations, we
restrict to the plan in each individual’s choice set with the lowest average cost in that year (in a) and the plan in each
individual’s choice set with the lowest average cost in their district (in b).

27This number differs slightly from the $522 reported in Figure 1 because we are now restricting to choice sets with
more than two plans.
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protection and sometimes less, but on net, these differences are negligible relative to the monetary
savings. This exercise is partial equilibrium – if employers offered only a single plan, this would
change the nature of their bargaining with insurers and change premiums. Restricting the set of
offered plans should increase the bargaining power of employers and thus lower premiums for
plans that would be offered anyway (Dafny et al., 2019). Our results suggest that, if this plan
were chosen wisely, it might yield large benefits over the status quo. In fact, if we allow benefits
managers to choose any number of plans ranked based on average cost in their district, choosing
only a single plan is optimal more than half the time, and the mean number of plans is 1.4.

In the next three columns of Table 5, we consider the alternative policy of removing the worst
two plans by each criterion. Simulating the impact of this policy requires using the choice model
estimated in Section 4 to evaluate counterfactual choices. We can do so allowing for the status
quo choices, and also removing various types of inertia. These simulations therefore allow us to
understand the role that both inertia and, separately, approximate inertia play in driving our results.

In the first row of columns 4, 5, and 6 of Table 5 we simulate status quo choices. Removing
the two plans which are worst in a given year achieves only small benefits, while removing the
two worst plans in each district saves $245 per person, and removing the two worst plans for
each individual saves almost $400 per person. The plans which are worst in some districts are
often pretty good in others, so removing them from all choice sets produces small benefits. By
contrast, the plans which are best are rarely bad in our specific context, so restricting only to the
best plans on average produces large benefits. Prior to 2012, benefits managers were empowered
in each district to decide how to meet the four plan limit. They removed two plans per district on
average and saved about $150 per person. Since $150 is not far from the $245 limit of what they
could conceivably have saved, district benefits managers did a reasonable job of identifying plans
which were unsuitable for beneficiaries in their district. We provide more direct evidence on this
point in Section 5.4 below when we investigate which plans are offered as a function of their cost
characteristics.

The second and third rows of the first panel of Table 5 show that the benefits of removing
choices are not too sensitive to the degree of inertia. If the plan a beneficiary was going to choose is
removed, they are forced to choose a new plan regardless of their degree of inertia. If an alternative
plan is removed, they do not alter their choices very much. Inertia has a non-zero impact because
the presence of inertia alters the likelihood that they choose an alternative plan if their preferred
option is not removed.

In contrast to choice set policies, policies which seek to inform consumers are very sensitive to
the degree of inertia at least if they would be effective without inertia, as we now show. To model
strong information interventions, we simulate changes which, for new beneficiaries (e.g. without
inertia or approximate inertia) are structured to be as effective as each choice set restriction in
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the status quo. In this way, the information interventions can be readily compared to choice set
restrictions.

In particular, we assume that the information intervention sets positive utility equal to nor-
mative utility plus an idiosyncratic error term, where the variance of the remaining error term
determines the effectiveness of the information intervention. We choose this variance so that, with
no inertia (i.e. among new beneficiaries), the information intervention has the same effectiveness
as each choice set restriction. In most cases, this is already more effective than any intervention
in the literature. For example, Gruber et al. (2020) find that an information intervention targeting
insurance brokers reduced foregone savings among new beneficiaries by 22%, corresponding to a
$120 per capita reduction in total costs. That is about half the size of the benefits of removing the
two worst plans in each district.

In rows 1 and 2 of the second panel of Table 5, we show how adding inertia to the model impacts
the effectiveness of these interventions.28 The larger the impact of the intervention, the more that
inertia reduces its effectiveness. This is intuitive: if consumers would actively choose poorly,
their inertial plan will not be much worse than their active choice and may even be better. But if
consumers are induced to make better choices by an information intervention, inertial tendencies
mitigate these gains. For example, if we simulate an information intervention that saves $329
among new beneficiaries, these benefits are reduced by 42% to $192 due to the presence of both
approximate and direct inertia.

These results have two important implications. First, they highlight the value of our introduc-
tion of approximate inertia into choice models. Across the information interventions we consider,
the gains from removing inertia but retaining approximate inertia are on average 44% as large as
those from removing both sources of inertia (and approximate inertia is more important the more
consequential the information intervention we consider).29 For example, if we introduce an infor-
mation intervention as consequential as choosing the best plan in each district (with no inertia),
it produces savings of $329 per year for new enrollees who don’t suffer from inertia, while the
savings for existing enrollees are only $192. But only 46% of the $137 loss in savings to exist-
ing enrollees is achieved by removing standard inertia (i.e. forcing an active choice), while the
remaining 54% is achieved by also removing approximate inertia. The fact that consumers, even
with switching plans, switch only to “similar” plans greatly undercuts the value of information

28Implicitly, our modeling assumes that the estimated inertia parameters are structural and that while information
reduces the variance of the idiosyncratic error term, it does not impact the inertia coefficients. Our results in Section
4.2 lend some support to this assumption by showing that we see similar degrees of approximate inertia and inertia
even as choice sets change. This is also consistent with the finding that information interventions in the literature
among returning beneficiaries tend to find modest impacts on switching behavior (Kling et al., 2012; Ericson et al.,
2017, 2019)

29Note that this does not imply that approximate inertia is more important than inertia. Removing approximate
inertia but keeping inertia also generates only small benefits.
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interventions.
Second, these results highlight an important challenge to using information to help people make

better choices. Information interventions are inherently limited in their effectiveness because of
the presence of both direct inertia and approximate inertia. This limitation is clearly visible in
existing studies. For example, in Medicare Part D, Kling et al. (2012) provide information to
returning beneficiaries and find that switching rates increase by 11 percentage points, from 17
percent to 28 percent. While this is a substantial increase, the striking fact is that 72 percent of
beneficiaries remain inertial. In Abaluck and Gruber (2016b), we show that removing inertia alone
is not sufficient to produce good choices. Removing bad options more directly deals with the
complementary problems of inertia and choice inconsistencies by preventing any consumers from
choosing those options.

5.4 Choice Overload?

As noted earlier, the existing literature argues that more options may be worse because “decision-
making improves when fewer options are considered concurrently” (Besedeš et al., 2015). In
other words, larger choice sets lead to lower performing choice functions – which, if applied to
any observed choice set, would lead to worse choices. But this assumption has never been tested
against alternatives, such as that larger choice sets impact choice quality via the scope for bad
choices. Our model allows us to test this hypothesis more explicitly.

To investigate “choice overload”, we re-estimate equation (1) allowing the coefficients β , ξ and
θ to vary flexibly with the number of plans. This allows for the possibility that consumers choose
worse from larger choice sets. For example, perhaps with just two choices individuals weight
premiums and out of pocket costs equally and do not need to resort to heuristics like choosing
plans with low deductibles, but, as the choice set size increases, individuals begin to weight out
of pocket costs less than premiums. Were this the case, we would find that the choice function
estimated in choice sets with fewer plans would lead to better choices than the choice function
estimated on larger choice sets, when both functions are used to simulated choices on a given
choice set.

In Table 6, we perform such an exercise. Each row of Table 6 considers all choice sets regard-
less of the actual number of options. In each row, we simulate the results for a given choice function
estimated from a specific number of plans; that is, we are varying the demand side parameters to
show what costs would be if beneficiaries chose “as if” there were the listed number of plans for
that row. In other words, fix a given choice set size (say 4 choices). If beneficiaries chose from that
choice set given the structural parameters estimated with 7 choices, do we see worse outcomes than
if beneficiaries chose given the structural parameters estimated with 2 choices? One way we might
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is if, for example, consumers in smaller choice sets tended not to overweight premiums relative to
out of pocket costs or exhibited less approximate inertia.

The result of this exercise is that we see little variation in choice quality – we find no evidence
that choices are systematically worse as the number of plans increase. Compared to Figure 3 we
see relatively little variation and we see no systematic trend. That is, allowing the choice function
to vary with number of choices does not seem to explain the pattern we see in Figure 3.

Table 7 shows how the key coefficients on different attributes vary by number of plans. In other
words, this table replicates column 3 of Table 3 (the conditional logit model using the rational ex-
pectations measure), but interacts all observables with the number of plans. The qualitative choice
inconsistencies documented in Section 4 are generally present, with one interesting exception. In
almost all cases, we see that consumers are more responsive to gross premiums than out of pocket
costs, more responsive to gross premiums than residual premiums, and consistently prefer plans
with lower deductibles and lower copays after controlling for the fact that they are likely to pay
less out of pocket given their claims. The one exception is that in choice sets with two plans, we
see that premium and out of pocket cost sensitivity is comparable, perhaps suggesting that with
only two options, consumers are better able to appraise the out of pocket cost consequences of al-
ternative plans. Table 6 shows that this alone is not sufficient to choose well, as these consumers in
choice sets with two plans still underweight residual premiums, overweight average plan attributes
and demonstrate substantial inertial and approximate inertia.

Table 7 shows some suggestive evidence of trends by choice set size, but these trends go in dif-
ferent directions for different choice inconsistencies. As noted, the relative sensitivity to premiums
and out of pocket costs and the excess weight given to deductibles is smallest in smaller choice
sets. Inertia appears “u-shaped” and the variation in the degree of inertia drives the small amount
of variation we see in Table 6. On net, while our estimated choice function is not constant by
choice set size, we see similar qualitative patterns in all cases with similar results; choice overload
cannot explain why larger choice sets lead to worse choices in our setting.

5.5 Why Are Large Choice Sets Worse?

If the reason for higher costs for larger choice sets is not choice overload, then it must be that the
choice set is leading to worse choices as it grows larger. This finding is driven by the behavior of
administrators – if administrators chose randomly which plans to include in the choice set, absent
choice overload, the quality of choices would be independent of the size of the choice set. That is
clearly not the case in the OEBB.

Specifically, district benefit managers appear able to identify better plans and include them
in choice sets. In Figure 4, we plot the relationship between the average cost of a plan and the
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probability that the plan is offered. To construct this graph, we create an observation for each
(year, district, plan, tier) and regress whether the plan is offered on average costs of that plan in
that (year, plan, tier) as well as (year, tier) fixed effects. In other words, the regression is asking
whether plans which are low cost relative to other plans available for that (year, tier) tend to be
offered in more districts. The regression is normalized relative to the offer probability for (year,
plan, tiers) in the first decile of average costs. The resulting trend is stark: higher average cost plans
are substantially less likely be included in choice sets. When average costs increase by $2000, the
probability that a plan is offered increases by 6 percentage points. That is, the marginal plan that
is added to choice sets as they get larger is systematically more expensive than the plans included
when choice sets are smaller.

In what respect are bad plans worse? Table 8 replicates the total cost results from Table 4,
replacing total costs on the left-hand side of the regression with gross premiums, net premiums
and out of pocket costs. The result is that we see that districts with larger choice sets have worse
total costs because they have higher premiums. While in general, higher premium plans offer better
coverage to compensate, districts that offer all plans include plans which have higher premiums
but whose additional out of pocket coverage is not valuable for the beneficiaries in those districts
in an ex ante or ex post sense. Districts which offer fewer plans remove high premium plans whose
specific coverage characteristics are not beneficial for enrollees in those districts. This suggests
then that district benefit managers are playing an important role in helping consumers choose
better by exercising discretion.

Why is it that some district benefit managers prune choice sets while others do not? One rea-
son could be different tastes for broad or narrow networks–but once again we restrict here only
to MODA plans so that the only differences are plan financial characteristics. Another could be
that there are omitted characteristics across districts that are correlated with both choice quality
and the number of plans offered. To address this possibility, Table 10 compares expenditures and
demographics in districts with and without any restriction in 2012 and 2013, when districts had the
option of offering all plans. Districts that offer all plans tend to have a few percentage points more
employees in single employee plans and a few percentage points less in family plans. Demograph-
ics and expenditure levels are otherwise quite similar. In Table 10, we report results from a panel
regression of the number of plans in each district on ranges of enrollment size, quantiles of the dis-
trict subsidy amount, quantiles of district medical expenditures, as well as fixed effects for district,
year, and tiers. The upshot is that none of these district level observables explain an appreciable
(or even statistically significant) fraction of the variation in the number of plans offered.

These analyses raise the further question of whether our results are likely to generalize to other
settings. Is the fact that larger choice sets lead to higher costs due to distinctive features of how
OEBB plans are differentiated, or is it likely to apply in other health insurance exchanges?
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In Appendix B.2, we develop a model to investigate these issues. We find that the marginal
benefit of adding another option to a choice set depends on the cost of that plan on average for all
plan beneficiaries, plus the product of the sensitivity to individual heterogeneity times a function
which determines the degree to which individuals can take advantage of that heterogeneity. The
first is clearly context specific, so we consider a simulation where we randomly replace two plans
in each Oregon choice set with a plan that provides full coverage and a plan with the largest
deductible allowed under the Affordable Care Act, $7,000. This allows us to consider a much more
heterogeneous choice sets. But even with this diverse choice set, the benefits from heterogeneity
remain small relative to the variation in average plan cost. If we imagine a hypothetical information
intervention that increased the sensitivity of beneficiaries to out of pocket costs, this intervention
would need to make individuals 10 times more sensitive to out of pocket costs before the benefits
of heterogeneity would outweigh the fact that choice sets that include high average cost plans are
worse for the average beneficiary.

Taken together, our findings show that smaller, curated choice sets lead to beneficiaries being
enrolled in lower cost plans because larger choice sets have more plans which are higher cost on
average. Individual choices do little to offset this “more dangerous” choice environment. The very
small benefits of heterogeneity, relative to the large increase in average costs with choice set size,
suggest that a large reduction in choice frictions would be required before heterogeneity could
offset the effects of poorer choices when we remove curation.

A few important caveats to this finding are in order. First, we are concerned principally with
choices among plans provided by a single insurer. Thus, while our results suggest that consumer
choices can be improved by restricting the choice set to leave out bad options, the finding that
the left out options have little value may change if the left-out options have different provider
networks. Our empirical results have little to say about this, but they do suggest that restricting the
number of offerings from a given insurer can lead to better choices. Additionally, our analysis is
partial equilibrium – we are concerned with how choice architecture can help enrollees make better
choices. This is only one part of the more general question of the optimal design of health insurance
menus. If one were to consider total surplus divided between insurers, employers and employees,
expected costs would be a transfer, and total surplus would depend on whether consumers were
matched to plans with desirable attributes such as risk protection and how this relates to moral
hazard (Marone and Sabety, 2019). Even more generally, a full analysis must consider how the
degree of competition induced by the choice environment would impact equilibrium prices (via
competition and adverse selection) as well as the choices of insurers about how much coverage to
offer. We believe the partial equilibrium analysis is nonetheless informative as a necessary piece
of the larger puzzle of optimal insurance market design.
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6 Conclusions

Debates over the role of choice in health insurance markets are likely to grow in the coming years.
The exchanges that form the backbone of the ACA are under political attack, and the Republican
majority in the Senate has stated its preferences for further promoting choice through “premium
support” programs for Medicare. As a result, it is critical to understand the implications of choice
over insurance products, and one of the most important elements of such understanding is how
choice impacts the quality of consumer insurance plan enrollment.

The setting explored in this paper has a number of unique advantages for addressing this ques-
tion. We have sizeable variation in the nature of choice sets facing otherwise similar individuals,
with variation in the number of insurance options, the relative prices of these options, and the
individual cost sharing implications of these options.

We use these data to first document sizeable choice inconsistencies. Our finding confirms evi-
dence from Handel (2013) and Bhargava et al. (2017) that choices are inconsistent in the broader
insurance context, as well as a series of studies which document such inconsistencies in the choice
over prescription drug plans. The dollars at stake are sizeable; even among plans which are identi-
cal in all aspects other than financial coverage characteristics, foregone savings is in the range of
$500-$600 per year on average and exceeds $2000 for a non-trivial fraction of consumers.

We also extend the choice inconsistencies literature in an important way to documenting a novel
inconsistency, “approximate inertia”. Individuals are not only inertial in their choice of plans, but
when they do change plans they disproportionately move to “nearby” plans, regardless of cost
savings. This compounds the uphill battle faced by tools such as decision support interventions;
not only must they overcome inertia, but even when they do, choices are still influenced by factors
such as plan placement.

Critically, we find that insurance costs are much lower in smaller than in larger choice sets;
since pricing is set at the state and not district level, this effect arises solely through choice dif-
ferences and not competitive effects. This is the first evidence that curated choice sets improve
choices in practice. Strikingly, this effect does not arise from choice overload, as is often assumed
in the literature on choice set size. Rather, it appears to arise from variation in the quality of choices
that are offered by plan administrators as choice set sizes grow, and the fact that poorer choices on
average are not offset by individuals through better decision making.

A key question raised by our results is the generalizability of the finding that marginal plans
in larger choice sets are worse. It is useful to contrast two scenarios. Consider first cases like
the Affordable Care Act exchanges, where entry of plans is determined endogenously by market
forces and not by the active curation of a manager. In these cases, insurers are incentivized to
exploit the types of choice inconsistencies documented here, for example, by offering plans with
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low premiums and obscured high cost sharing. In such a situation, standardizing plan options (as
in Ericson and Starc (2016)) might be a more important tool than limiting choices, since there is
no clear argument that limited choices would be curated to be best for (inconsistent) consumers.

Consider next cases like our setting, where managers choose a set of plan options to offer their
enrollees. In this case, managers who are choosing a limited set of plans that are best for the
average enrollee can do better than allowing more plans that are tailored for smaller groups of
heterogeneous consumers. The question then arises of how managers will choose in practice. The
evidence from Oregon is encouraging, in that managers tended to choose suitable plans for their
districts. Our results suggest that making this choice “locally”, at the district level rather than state-
wide, produces additional benefits. This also reduces concerns of regulatory capture by limiting
the stakes for any given choice.

In many settings, choice set construction will also have supply side consequences. Under-
standing better how choice set curation impacts equilibrium price-setting, especially in a dynamic
context with a high-degree of inertia, is an important topic for future research.
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A Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Mean Foregone Savings, MODA

Notes: Figure shows foregone savings among MODA plans using a variety of metrics to compute out of pocket costs.
This is computed as the difference in costs between the chosen MODA plan and the lowest cost available MODA plan
for beneficiaries who chose MODA plans. The perfect forecast, perfect backcast and rational expectations models of
out of pocket costs are described in the text
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Figure 2: Plan Number Changes for Switchers

Notes: Among beneficiaries who chose a MODA plan this year and the previous year but switched plans, “Actual”
shows the distribution of the difference of the “number” of the plan chosen this year relative to the previous year.
For example, a beneficiary who switched from OMED3 to OMED4 would have a difference of 1. “Random” shows
what this distribution would be if we randomly assigned beneficiaries to alternative plans in their choice sets. “Cost
Minimizing” shows what this difference would be if we assigned everyone to the cost minimizing plan (conditional
on switching).
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Figure 3: Foregone Savings by Choice Set Size (MODA Only)
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Notes: Figure shows the distribution of foregone savings by choice set size, counting only MODA plans.
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Figure 4: Probability Offered vs. Average Costs (MODA Only)

Notes: Figure shows plan offer probabilities by quantile of average costs. To construct this graph, we create an
observation for each (year, district, plan, tier) and regress whether the plan is offered on average costs of that plan in
that (year, plan, tier) as well as (year, tier) fixed effects. In other words, the regression is asking whether plans which
are low cost relative to other plans available for that (year, tier) tend to be offered in more districts. The regression is
normalized relative to the offer probability for (year, plan, tiers) in the first decile of average costs.
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Table 1: Plans Available by Year

Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Kaiser Medical Plan 1 Y Y Y Y Y
Kaiser Medical Plan 2 Y Y − − −
Kaiser Medical Plan 1A − Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 3 Y Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 4 Y Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 5 Y Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 6 Y Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 7 Y Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 8 Y Y Y Y Y
ODS Medical Plan 9 Y Y Y Y Y
Providence Medical Plan 1 Y Y − − −
Providence Medical Plan 2 Y Y Y Y −
Providence Medical Plan 1A − Y − − −
Providence Medical Plan 2A − − Y Y −

Notes:
1. “Y” indicates that a plan was offered in at least one district and “–” indicates that a plan was not offered in any
districts in a given year.
2. Between 2012 and 2013 enrollment, ODS changed their name to MODA Health. Plans offered prior to 2013 and
in 2013 are listed alphabetically, plans listed in the same row before and after the name change are not necessarily
equivalent. In our analysis of plan choices in 2013 we consider whether plans introduced in 2013 were simply renamed
or offered qualitatively different benefits.
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Table 2: Choice Set by Year

Choice Set Size 2009 2010 2011 2012 All Years

2 3,620 2,395 2,768 498 9,282
3 11,724 12,464 9,938 4,394 38,520
4 7,441 8,194 10,844 6,840 33,319
5 0 0 0 1,750 1,750
6 0 0 0 3,712 3,712
7 0 0 0 5,550 5,550

Notes:
Table shows the total number of policy holders (including both individuals and families) enrolled in choice sets with
the listed number of options in each year among beneficiaries who choose MODA plans. Prior to 2011 choice sets
were limited to four plans and benefit managers chose up to four to offer to their employees. From 2012 on, benefit
managers could choose between 1 and 10 plans to offer to their employees (only one small district offered a single
plan, so we drop that from the analysis), including up to 7 MODA plans.
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Table 3: Logit Models of Plan Choice (MODA Only)

Perfect Backcast Perfect Forecast Rational Expectations1

Gross Premium -0.073*** -0.073*** -0.073***
(hundreds) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Residual Premium -0.026*** -0.026*** -0.026***
(hundreds) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Mean OOP Costs -0.028*** -0.035*** -0.035***
(hundreds) (0.003) (0.004) (0.007)

Variance OOP Costs − − 0.006
(times 106) − − (0.033)

Inertia 3700*** 3702*** 3706***
(82) (82) (82)

Approximate Inertia 1957*** 1958*** 1962***
(64) (65) (65)

Deductible, in network -0.048*** -0.046*** -0.046***
(hundreds) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Max OOP, in network -0.035*** -0.034*** -0.036***
(hundreds) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0005)

PCP copay, in network -0.733*** -0.475*** -0.501***
(hundreds) (0.177) (0.178) (0.1)

Foregone welfare 517 511 522
(Mean (SD)) (968) (966) (968)

Foregone welfare 517 511 522
(no variance) (968) (966) (970)

Percent selecting 47.6% 47.6% 47.6%
cost minimizing plan

Notes:
1. Rational expectations using regression predicted approach with 2,000 draws.
2. We drop beneficiaries with only 1 plan in their choice set. However, we do not drop beneficiaries with 1 MODA
and 1 or more non-MODA plan, and thus a choice set of 1 when restricting to MODA plans. In Figure 1 we do drop
such individuals to avoid having observations with mechanically 0 foregone savings.
3. *** Significant at the 1 percent level. ** Significant at the 5 percent level. * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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Table 4: Total Costs vs Number of Plans

Sample MODA Only

Metric Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

2 0 0
3 265 107
4 406 124
5 433 295
6 565 217
7 741 448

N 92,133 92,133

Notes:
1. Table shows results from a regression of foregone savings or total costs on dummies for the number of plans in the
choice set controlling for choice set x tier x rate structure fixed effects, year x decile of expenditure fixed effects, and
for the subsidy amount and the number of years in which the beneficiary appears in the data.
2. MODA only shows results from the regression considering only beneficiaries who chose MODA plans, the number
of plans offered by MODA, and savings relative to the best MODA plan in the foregone savings column.
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Table 5: Simulations: Changing Choice Set Size and Providing Information

Year:
Best
Plan

District:
Best
Plan

Individual
Best
Plan

Year:
Remove

Two
Worst

District:
Remove

Two
Worst

Individual:
Remove

Two
Worst

Choice Set Intervention

Status Quo Impact 215 332 537 75 245 377
Only Approximate Inertia − − − 57 242 387
No Inertia − − − 19 227 378

Equivalent Information Intervention

Status Quo Impact 164 192 204 95 175 197
Only Approximate Inertia 200 255 303 96 221 268
No Inertia 211 329 510 71 248 375

Notes:
The top panel shows simulations of the impact of changing choice sets on total costs in the chosen plan. The first
row shows the estimated impact given the current degree of inertia, the second row the estimated impact given only
approximate inertia, and the third row the estimated impact removing all inertia. The first column shows the impact
of keeping only the best plan based on average costs among all beneficiaries in that year, the second column keeping
only the best plan among all beneficiaries in that district, and the third keeping only the best plan for that individual
(the degree of inertia is irrelevant with only one plan). The fourth column shows the impact of removing the two worst
plans by average costs in that year, the fifth column the impact of removing the two worst plans by average cost in that
district, and the sixth column the impact of removing the two worst plans for that individual. The bottom panel shows
the impact of an information intervention (simulated as described in the Section 5.3. In this case, no plans are removed,
but the information intervention is simulated so that, with no inertia, it is as effect as the choice set intervention in the
status quo (this is done using a grid search for the scale parameter, and the 6th and 1st row do not match exactly due
to the coarseness of this grid).
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Table 6: Simulated Foregone Welfare and Total Costs

Sample MODA Only

Metric Foregone
Welfare

Total
Costs

Simulated - 2 Plans 550 2,785
Simulated - 3 Plans 535 2,770
Simulated - 4 Plans 502 2,736
Simulated - 5 Plans 479 2,713
Simulated - 6 Plans 506 2,740
Simulated - 7 Plans 555 2,790

Notes: The first row of Table 7 shows mean foregone savings and total costs in the “All Plans” and “MODA Only”
samples. The remaining rows show results from a simulation constructed as follows. First, we estimate equation (1)
allowing β , d jt , ξ and θ to all vary flexibly with the number of available plans. This gives us a choice function that
tells us how people choose from a given choice set. Each row of Table 7 uses the choice function associated with the
listed number of plans to simulate choices from all choice sets.
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Table 7: Logit Model of Plan Choice (MODA Only) by Number of Plans

Number of Plans

2 3 4 5 6 7

Gross Premiums -0.065*** -0.070*** -0.078*** -0.089*** -0.080*** -0.079***
(hundreds) (0.010) (0.006) (0.007) (0.010) (0.007) (0.007)

Residual Premium -0.028*** -0.025*** -0.027*** -0.017 -0.030*** -0.029***
(hundreds) (0.011) (0.005) (0.006) (0.012) (0.006) (0.006)

Mean OOP costs -0.082*** -0.044*** -0.032*** -0.007 -0.018 -0.024*
(hundreds) (0.030) (0.016) (0.006) (0.028) (0.014) (0.013)

Inertia 3973*** 3816*** 3432*** 3192*** -3805*** -4397***
(219) (112) (135) (285) (120) (126)

Approximate Inertia 1782*** 2061*** 1865*** 1546*** 1776*** 1911***
(353) (92) (87) (255) (154) (175)

Deductible, in network -0.024*** -0.046*** -0.042*** -0.074*** -0.067*** -0.056***
(hundreds) (0.006) (0.001) (0.001) (0.005) (0.004) (0.003)

Notes:
1. This table reports the logit coefficients which are used to generate the simulation results in Table 5. To obtain this
coefficients, we estimate Equation (1) separately by choice set size. This table is thus identical to column 3 of Table
3, with results broken out by choice set size.
2. *** Significant at the 1 percent level. ** Significant at the 5 percent level. * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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Table 8: What varies by choice set size?

Net Premiums Gross Premiums OOP

2 0 0 0
3 89 155 18
4 138 145 -14
5 187 21 107
6 229 243 -11
7 425 546 23

Notes:
Table 8 parallels Table 4 but replaces total costs on the left-hand side of the number of plans regression with different
components of total costs. These components are regressed on dummies for the number of plans in the choice set
controlling for choice set x tier x rate structure fixed effects, year x decile of expenditure fixed effects, and for the
subsidy amount and the number of years in which the beneficiary appears in the data.
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Table 9: Expenditures and Demographics by District Restrictions

Restricted Not Restricted

Expenditures 11,769 11,756
Sex (% male) 28% 24%
Individual 0.245 0.285
Individual & Child 0.25 0.22
Individual & Spouse 0.095 0.12
Family 0.41 0.375

Notes: Comparison of average expenditures and beneficiary demographics for districts that did not offer (restricted)
or did offer (not restricted) every available plan in 2012 and 2013 (pooled average), when benefit managers have the
option of offering all available plans.
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Table 10: Correlates of Number of Plans

Quartile Enrollment Size Medical Expenditure Subsidy Amount % Families

2 -0.158 0.150 -0.033 0.011
(0.329) (0.256) (0.107) (0.012)

3 -0.554 0.402 -0.120 0.004
(0.418) (0.279) (0.121) (0.013)

4 -0.016 0.268 -0.119 0.008
(1.057) (0.268) (0.123) (0.017)

Notes: Table reports regression coefficients from a single regression of the number of plans in each district on quartiles
of number of beneficiaries enrolled, average expenditures in the district, subsidy amount and the percent of benefi-
ciaries which are families as well as year, tier and district fixed effects. Quartile 1 is the omitted category in each
case.
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B Appendix

B.1 Supplementary Analyses and Robustness Checks

We compare the rational model, the behavioral logit model with no approximate inertia term, the
behavioral logit model logit model with approximate inertia but no premiums, and the behavioral
logit model with both approximate inertia and premiums. In the rational model, utility depends
on total costs and the variance of costs. In the behavioral logit model without approximate inertia,
utility is estimated using equation (1) but omitting θi j. In the behavioral logit model without
premiums, utility is estimated using equation (1) but omitting the gross and residual premium
terms.

Table C4 shows results with and without plan-year fixed effects.2 In models with plan-year
fixed effects, the model is attempting to account for the degree to which market shares are different
in year t as a function of prior year enrollment. Premium terms allow differences based on the
degree to which people in different tiers or with different district contributions select different
plans. In models without plan-year fixed effects, we are additionally asking to what degree the
included variables explain why certain plans are popular to begin with (rather than just why they
are differentially popular as a function of previous enrollment).

Table C5 shows the results of estimating the baseline model in Table 3 with random coefficients
on premiums, residual premiums, out of pocket costs and the variance of out of pocket costs which
vary at the beneficiary level (but are constant over time). This model allows for choices to be
persistent over time due to heterogeneous risk preferences. The degree of approximate inertia is
nonetheless comparable to what we estimate in the main text.

Table C7 replicates our results using only beneficiaries of at least 50 years of age who are less
likely to be liquidity constrained. These results are quite similar to those in Table 3 in the main
text.

Table C9 shows the robustness of our normative conclusions to alternative models. The first
two rows reproduce the results from Table 3 in the main text. In row 3, we show foregone welfare
if, instead of the variance of out of pocket costs, we include in the model the 75th, 95th and 99th
percentiles of the distribution of out of pocket costs constructed using 20,000 beneficiaries per cell
(so that even relatively rare high expenditure events should be well-captured). This makes little
difference to our results. In the remaining rows, we evaluate welfare by using an imputed risk
aversion metric rather than the estimated risk aversion. Once again, this makes little difference to
our results. In fact, foregone welfare is not monotonic in the degree of risk aversion. This reflects
the fact that plans do not necessarily lie on a frontier in mean-variance space – chosen plans which

2When plan fixed effects are omitted, the behavioral logit models instead include plan financial characteristics
(deductibles, primary care copays, and in-network out of pocket maxes).
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generate foregone welfare sometimes are higher cost but lower variance, while at other times they
are both higher cost and higher variance.

B.2 Simulating the 2012 Reform

To structurally evaluate the 2012 reform, we start with 2012 choice sets and remove plans until
there are at most 4 remaining. To determine what plans to remove, we assume that each (district-
plan) has an implicit ranking R j = E j(Ci j)+η j where E(Ci j) denotes average costs and η j ∼(i.i.d.)

N(0,σ2), with σ2 = 6,940 calibrated to match the empirical relationship total costs and offer
probability (as discussed in Section 5.3, a $2,000 increase in total costs leads to a 6 percentage
point drop in offer probability). We simulate this ranking, remove plans with the highest R j,
and then use the model from Section 4.2 to simulate counterfactual choices for individuals whose
plans were removed. When we do so, we find that the reform cost the average beneficiary $139 by
introducing higher cost plans to choice sets, in line with our reduced form results.

B.3 Generalizability

We write down a model of the channels through which larger choice sets impact beneficiary welfare
in order to assess the generalizability of our results. The intuition of our approach is the following:
the benefits of adding an additional plan can be decomposed into the effect on the average enrollee
and the benefit for enrollees with heterogeneous tastes and costs of re-optimizing. The value of the
second term will depend in turn on the ability of enrollees to carry out such re-optimization as the
number of choices increases. But in fact, we showed earlier that enrollees are largely insensitive
to the individualized benefits of plans, which will imply that the benefits of re-optimizing in larger
choice sets are small. Therefore, our findings suggest that a “sufficient statistic” for plan managers
to evaluate the benefits of adding an additional plan is simply the benefits for the average enrollee.

One can compute the expected value of normative utility uN
i jt given that beneficiaries choose

according to the positive utility function which yields choice probabilities given by P(Yi jt = 1):

E(uN
i jt) = ΣiuN

i jtP(Yi jt = 1) (4)

We derive an approximation which relates this expression to underlying features of the choice
set. To derive this approximation, we make the following assumptions. First, we Taylor expand
P(Yi jt = 1) around the choice probabilities evaluated at the plan average-utility, u jt = E j(ui jt). This
gives us a decomposition in which we can separately consider the impact of these plan-average
characteristics and the degree of heterogeneity that we observe.

Additionally, we assume that expected out of pocket costs can be written as: E(OOP)i jt =
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vit + v jt + vi jt , the sum of an individual specific component, a plan-specific (and time-varying)
component and an idiosyncratic component which satisfies var(vi jt) = σ2

(e, j) whose variance is
allowed to vary across plans.

Given these assumptions, we obtain:3

E(uN
i jt)≈ E∗(uN

jt)+ξ ·Pd(E∗(uN
jt)−uN

idt)−β2 ·Σ jPj(1−Pj)σ
2
(e, j) (5)

where E∗(uN
i jt) gives the utility that would result if plans were chosen given only plan-average

utility and utility were evaluated only at the plan average utility, ξ is the inertia dummy, Pj is the
probability plan j is chosen given plan average utility, uN

idt is the utility of the default (baseline)
plan, and σ2

(e, j) is as above the degree to which out of pocket costs vary across plans for a given
individual. Note that in this model, the structural coefficients ξ and β are held fixed, so we are
investigating the impact of “availability” separately from choice overload.4

In other words, the difference between actual realized utility and what utility would be given
only the plan average characteristics depends (a) first on the degree of inertia multiplied by whether
the inertial plan is better for the individual than the average plan, and (b) second, on the product
of the sensitivity to individual heterogeneity (β2) times a function which determines the degree
to which individuals can take advantage of that heterogeneity. To give some intuition for the last
term, consider first what happens if the idiosyncratic variation in total costs is homoscedastic across
plans; i.e. σ2

(e, j) = σ2
e . In this case, the last term depends on the degree to which out of pocket

costs vary across individuals for a given plan (after partialling out individual fixed effects), and
Σ jPj(1−Pj), which is one minus the “average utility” Herfindahl. In the limiting case in which
one plan has average utility far higher than all the other plans (and so the Herfindahl H = Σ jP2

j

goes to 1), individual heterogeneity doesn’t matter much. Alternatively, if many plans have some
market share given average utility, then welfare may be substantially larger than implied just by the
average utility of plans because the greater the degree of individual heterogeneity (σ2

e ) and the more
sensitive individuals are to this heterogeneity (β2), the more they will benefit from matching to
plans that are idiosyncratically good for them. With heteroscedasticity, the Herfindahl expression
weights more heavily plans whose cost consequences vary further across individuals.

We report estimates of each term in equation (5) for the OEBB data and discuss how large each
term is likely to be more generally. Column 1 of the table replicates the results for total costs from
Table 4. As noted, total costs for the chosen plan are increasing in the number of available plans.
Costs are normalized relative to choice sets with 2 plans. After partialling out covariates, total

3See the Appendix of Abaluck and Gruber (2016c) for a derivation.
4One could add an additional term to equation (5) which would capture the change in normative utility when we

allow the structural parameters to vary with choice set size relative to holding them fixed at their mean. The exercise
in Table 5 shows that these additional terms are negligible and explain little of the overall trend.
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costs increased by $583 as one moves from choice sets with 2 MODA plans to choice sets with 7
MODA plans.5

To investigate the causes of this pattern, we re-estimate equation (3) using each of the three
terms from equation (5) on the left-hand side. These results are reported in subsequent columns
of C12. Column 2 shows the sum of all the terms in equation (5) – this confirms that the model
does a good job of capturing how total costs vary with choice set size. Column 3 reports the
value of E(uN

jt), average utility if consumers chose according to the positive model given the plan-
average characteristics of each plan. This is the utility we would calculate if we had only aggregate
market shares and could estimate plan average costs (the latter being necessary to compute average
normative utility for each plan, which is not implied by the market shares). This column shows
that the finding that larger choice sets lead to higher cost choices arises because the plans in larger
choice sets are on average worse. If consumers chose just based on average costs, their total costs
in choice sets with 2-3 plans would be $250-$500 less than their total costs in choice sets with 7
plans.

To compute the remainder of this equation, we need estimates on the probability of inertia
by plan, the sensitivity of choices to out of pocket costs, and the variance of the idiosyncratic
component of out of pocket costs after partialling out individual and plan fixed effects. To the
extent that the latter two terms are small, the computation based only on aggregate market share
data will be accurate. The inertia term, ξ ·Pd(E∗(uN

jt)−uN
idt) turns out to be negligible, so we focus

on the other two terms.6

Consider next the benefits of individual heterogeneity. Were individuals cost-minimizing in
this model, β2 → −∞, and this term would predominate, meaning that larger choice sets were
better. Instead, we estimate that a $100 increase in individualized out of pocket costs decreases
by less than 3% the likelihood of choosing a plan. In dollar terms, β2 = 0.0003. This relative
insensitivity means that the variance in benefits for a given plan must be extremely large to offset
this. In our data, the average value of Σ jPj(1−Pj)σ

2
(e, j) is 111,000, meaning that the benefits of

heterogeneity are typically on the order of $30 in the raw data and even smaller once we partial
out our controls. This term will typically increase as the number of plans gets larger since the
Herfindahl will decrease, but this need not always be the case depending on how σ2

(e, j) varies
across the plans included in different size choice sets. In the last column of Table C12, we see that

5In our regressions, we normalize relative to choice sets with 4 plans rather than 2 plans since the larger number of
choice sets with 4 plans reduces the variance of the reported estimates.

6In our empirical results, we find that inertia tends to reduce costs slightly. In Medicare Part D, we found that
inertia tends to slightly increase costs due to the fact that many plans rapidly increased premiums in the first years of
the program (Abaluck and Gruber (2016b)). In this more developed marketplace, we find that plans with high market
share tended to slightly reduce premiums relative to the average plan. The effect is small, amounting to less than $85
of total costs in all cases (column 4), and does not vary systematically with choice size. If some intervention were
used to dramatically decrease the degree of inertia, this term would go to zero.
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the regression adjusted impact on costs is typically in the single digits and sometimes even positive
(this is due to the fact that the term is extremely small and the benefits of heterogeneity may be
“negative” after partialling out covariates).

Of course, this finding may be specific to the OEBB context; perhaps the heterogeneity benefits
are small because the differences across plans is small. To investigate the robustness of this result,
we therefore consider simulations where we randomly replace two plans in each Oregon choice
set with a plan that provides full coverage and a plan with the largest deductible allowed under the
Affordable Care Act, $7,000. This allows us to consider a much more heterogeneous choice sets.
When we do so, we find that Σ jPj(1−Pj)σ

2
(e, j) increases to 400,000. But even in this case of a very

diverse choice set, the benefits of heterogeneity remain small – ranging from $45-$70 in a ten plan
choice set relative to a one plan choice set. These values are in all cases swamped by the variation
in average plan costs. If we imagine a hypothetical information intervention that increased the
sensitivity of beneficiaries to out of pocket costs, this intervention would need to make individuals
10 times more sensitive to out of pocket costs before the benefits of heterogeneity would outweigh
the fact that larger choice sets are worse for the average beneficiary.

Taken together, the findings from Tables 4, 6, and 7 show that smaller choice sets lead to
beneficiaries being enrolled in lower cost plans because larger choice sets have more plans which
are higher cost on average. Individual choices do little to offset this “more dangerous” choice
environment. The very small benefits of heterogeneity, relative to the large increase in average
costs with choice set size, suggest that a large reduction in choice frictions would be required
before heterogeneity could offset the effects of poorer choices. Additionally, as long as consumers
remain largely insensitive to out of pocket cost variation in their choices, plan average utility is
likely to be an accurate guide to welfare given the distribution of expenditures and coverage levels
we typically see.
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C Appendix Figures and Tables

Figure C1: Mean Foregone Savings

Notes: Figure shows foregone savings among all plans compared to MODA plans using a variety of metrics to compute
out of pocket costs. This is computed as the difference in costs between the chosen MODA plan and the lowest cost
available MODA plan for beneficiaries who chose MODA plans. Among all plans, this is the difference in costs
between the chosen plan (regardless of insurer) and the lowest cost plan among all plans (regardless of insurer). The
perfect forecast, perfect backcast and rational expectations models of out of pocket costs are described in the text.
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Figure C2: Foregone Savings Distribution

Notes: Figure shows the distribution of foregone savings relative to the lowest cost MODA plan. Foregone savings in
this case is computed using our rational expectations measure.
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Table C1: Plan Benefit Structures by Year

Plan1 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Plan2 2013

Kaiser $0/$0 $0/$0 $0/$0 $0/$0 $0/$0 Kaiser $0/$0
Medical N/A3 N/A N/A N/A N/A Medical N/A
Plan 1 $1,000/ $1,000/ $1,200/ $1,200/ $1,200/ Plan 1 $1,500/

$2,000 $2,000 $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $3,000
N/A4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
$10 $10 $15 $15 $15 $20

Kaiser $0/$0 $0/$0 − − − Kaiser −
Medical N/A N/A − − − Medical −
Plan 2 $600/ $600/ − − − Plan 2 −

$1,200 $1,200 − − − −
N/A N/A − − − −
$5 $5 − − − −

Kaiser − $0/$0 $0/$0 $100/$300 $150/$450 Kaiser $200/$600
Medical − N/A N/A N/A N/A Medical N/A
Plan 1A − $1,500/ $1,500/ $2,000/ $2,000/ Plan 1A $2,200/

− $3,000 $3,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,400
− N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
− $25 $20 $20 $20 $25

ODS $100 / $3005 $100/$300 $200/$600 $200/$600 $200/$600 MODA $200/$600
Medical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Medical N/A
Plan 3 $5006 $500 $1,200 $1,500/ $1,500/ Plan A $2,000/

$4,500 $4,500 $6,000
$1,500 $1,500 $2,400 $3,000/ $3,000/ $4,000/

$9,000 $9,000 $12,000
$10 $10 $15 $25 $25 $20

ODS $100/$300 $100/$300 $200/$600 $300/$900 $300/$900 MODA $350/$1,050
Medical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Medical N/A
Plan 4 $1,000 $1,000 $1,800 $2,000/ $2,000/ Plan B $2,600/

$6,000 $6,000 $7,800
$2,000 $2,000 $3,600 $4,000/ $4,000/ $5,200/

$12,000 $12,000 $15,600
$20 $20 $25 $25 $25 $20
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Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Plan 2013

ODS $200/$600 $200/$600 $200/$600 $300/$900 $300/$900 MODA $500/$1,50
Medical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Medical N/A
Plan 5 $1,000 $1,000 $1,800 $2,000/ $2,000/ Plan C $2,600/

$6,000 $6,000 $7,800
$2,000 $2,000 $3,600 $4,000/ $4,000/ $5,200/

$12,000 $12,000 $15,600
$20 $20 $25 $25 $25 $20

ODS $300/$900 $300/$900 $300/$900 $400/$1,200 $400/$1,200 MODA $750/$2,250
Medical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Medical N/A
Plan 6 $1,500 $1,500 $2,000 $2,100/ $2,100/ Plan D $2,800/

$6,300 $6,300 $8,400
$3,000 $3,000 $4,000 $4,200/ $4,200/ $5,600/

$12,600 $12,600 $16,800
$20 $20 20% 20% 20% $30

ODS $500/ $500/ $500/ $500/ $500/ MODA $1,000/
Medical $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 Medical $3,000
Plan 7 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Plan E N/A

$2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,200/ $2,200/ $3,000/
$6,600 $6,600 $9,000

$4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,400/ $4,400/ $6,000/
$13,200 $13,200 $18,000

20% 20% 20% 20% 20% $30

ODS $1,000/ $1,000/ $1,000/ $1,000/ $1,000/ MODA $1,250/
Medical $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 Medical $3,750
Plan 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Plan F N/A

$2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,200/ $2,200/ $4,000/
$6,600 $6,600 $12,000

$4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,400/ $4,400/ $8,000/
$13,200 $13,200 $24,000

20% 20% 20% 20% 20% $30

ODS $1,500/ $1,500/ $1,500/ $1,500/ $1,500/ MODA $1,500/
Medical $3,0007 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 Medical $4,500
Plan 98 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Plan G9 N/A

$5,000/ $5,000/ $5,000/ $5,000/ $5,000/ $5,000/
$10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $15,000
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $10,000/

$30,000
20% 20% 20% 20% 20% $30
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Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Plan 2013

Providence $0/ $0/ − − − MODA $1,500/
Medical $0 $0 − − − Medical $3,000
Plan 1 $300/$900 $300/$900 − − − Plan H10 N/A

$1,000/ $1,000/ − − − $5,000/
$2,000 $2,000 $10,000
$2,000/ $2,000/ − − − $5,000/
$4,000 $4,000 − − − $10,000
$10 $10 − − − 20%

Providence $0/0 $0/0 $0/0 $100/300 − − −
Medical $300/$900 $300/$900 $400/$1,200 N/A − −
Plan 2 $600/ $600/ $1,200 $1,200/ − −

$1,200 $1,200 $3,600
$2,000/ $2,000/ $2,400 $2,400 − −
$4,000 $4,000
$5 $5 $15 $15 − −

Providence − $0/0 − − − − −
Medical − $300/$900 − − − −
Plan 1A − $1,500/ − − − −

− $3,000
− $6,000/ − − − −
− $25 − − − −

Providence − − $0/0 $300/900 − − −
Medical − − $600/ N/A − −
Plan 2A − − $1,800 − −

− − $1,800 $2,000/ − −
− − $6,000 − −
− − $3,600 $4,000/ − −
− − $12,000 − −
− − $25 $25 − −

Notes:
1. Data presented is: Line 1 – in–network individual deductible / in-network family deductible, line 2 – out of–network
individual deductible / out of-network family deductible, line 3 – in–network individual OOP maximum / in-network
family OOP maximum, line 4 – out of-network individual OOP maximum / out of-network family OOP maximum,
line 5 – beneficiary liability (dollar value copay or percent coinsurance) for non-specialist office visit or primary care
service.
2. As above, we do not wish to suggest row equivalence of plans before and after the name change from ODS to
MODA. Plans here are simply listed alphabetically.
3. N/A in the second line indicated that no out of network deductible exists, either because coverage is
restricted to a network (Kaiser) or because the deductible is combined for in and out of network services
(OMED/MODA/Providence).
4. N/A in the fourth line indicated that no out of network OOP max exists, either because coverage is restricted to a net-
work (Kaiser) or because the OOP max is combined for in and out of network services (OMED/MODA/Providence).56



5. ODS / MODA plan deductibles in plans other than OMED9 and MMEDH is a per person amount up to a total
family maximum. E.g. in OMED3 in 2008, the deductible is $100 per member, with a $300 per family maximum,
thus individual policy holders would have a $100 deductible, policy holders with 1 dependent would have a $200
deductible, and policy holders with 2 or more dependents (for 3 or more total members) would have a $300 deductible.
6. From 2008 – 2010, OOP maximum for OMED plans 3–8 was calculated based on family size using the per person
amount presented, as such there is no single family amount. The same procedure was used for Providence plans in
2010.
7. OMED9 and MMEDH did not use per person deductibles as described in note 5. There was one individual amount
applied to only individual policy holders and one family amount applied to all plans with 2 or more beneficiaries.
8. In 2011 and 2012 OMED9 was an HSA compliant plan.
9. MMEDG was a non-HSA compliant high deductible plan in 2013.
10. MMEDH was an HSA compliant plan in 2013.
In each cell, the first line presents the in-network individual deductible and in–network family deductible. The second
line presents out of–network individual deductible and out of-network family deductible. If there is only one combined
deductible for in and out of network service combined, it is presented on line 1 and line 2 reads “N/A”. The third line
presents in–network individual OOP maximum (or per person OOP maximum) and in–network family OOP maximum.
The fourth line presents out of–network individual OOP maximum and out of–network family OOP maximum. Some
plans had explicit individual (only policy holder covered) and family (any dependents covered) OOP maximums, while
other plans had a variable OOP maximum with a per person OOP maximum, subject to a cap - generally 3 times the
individual OOP maximum. The final line presents beneficiary liability (dollar value copay or percent coinsurance) for
non-specialist office visit or primary care service.
Kaiser and Providence medical plans, and the high deductible plan (OMED9 or MMEDH) offered by ODS/MODA
included a prescription drug plan. Districts offering non-high deductible OMED/MODA plans could choose to offer
one or two of three total OMED/MODA drug plans. When a district had choice over the drug plans to offer, medical
and drug coverage were still offered as a package - individuals beneficiaries could not independently choose medical
and drug plans, but rather selected one plan with both types of coverage. Districts could choose to offer two Kaiser
dental plans, and one Kaiser vision plan to beneficiaries that chose a Kaiser medical plan. Districts could offer up to
three total dental plans, choosing from five to six OMED/MODA dental plans and one to two outside plans, depending
on year. Districts could offer one of five vision plans in addition to the Kaiser vision plan.
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Table C2: Sample Selection

Criteria 2009 2010 2011 2012

1. Number of policy holders in the eligibility file 65,385 65,222 63,110 63,234

2. Number of policy holders with coverage1 59,908 58,359 55,864 55,346

3. Number of policy holders not covered by 51,533 50,402 47,808 47,758
COBRA and not self-pay retirees

4. Number of policy holders that did not switch 50,921 49,693 47,262 47,107
district, employee type, member type, or tier mid-year2

5. Number of policy holders in known districts3 49,904 48,642 46,215 46,085

6. Number of policy holders with premium and 49,172 47,862 45,539 44,812
contribution data

7. Number of policy holders with at least 2 choices 49,075 47,799 45,478 44,747

8. Number of policy holders with continuous 38,618 37,754 36,092 34,509
eligibility for one year prior to and following plan choice

9. Number policy holders with all individuals covered 35,080 34,600 33,374 31,897
by only one plan and with claims from only one plan4

10. Number of policy holders in intact families5 32,343 30,824 30,608 29,283

11. Number of policy holders enrolled in MODA 22,785 23,053 23,550 22,745
plans with prior year claims

Notes:
1. The eligibility file has observations for employees that declined coverage. These employees are dropped here.
2. A change in these characteristics would change the choice of plans available to an employee.
3. To protect patient confidentiality, our data contains only a randomly generated district identifying number for
districts with very few employees. We cannot link these district numbers to district specific contribution data, so these
observations are dropped.
4. If two family members are employees it is possible for a beneficiary to be a subscriber on one plan and a dependent
on another. It is also possible for a child to be a dependent on multiple plans. These double coverage families are
dropped.
5. If any member of a family is dropped based on steps 1-9, we must drop the entire family to accurately model choice
of coverage at the family level.
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Table C3: Rational Expectations Sensitivity Analyses

All Plans
Foregone Welfare

Mean [SD]

MODA Only
Foregone Welfare

Mean [SD]

Regression Model1

2,000 draws 940.36 602.14
[1,271.56] [1,084.65]

10,000 draws 938.42 601.73
[1,269.46] [1,084.56]

20,000 draws 938.48 602.23
[1,269.32] [1,085.71]

Decile Model2

2,000 draws 938.48 601.66
[1,269.32] [1,085.90]

10,000 draws 937.73 600.09
[1,272.67] [1,083.34]

20,000 draws 938.18 600.12
[1,272.87] [1,083.27]

3 Cell Model3

2,000 draws 912.04 623.28
[1,262.61] [1,135.00]

10,000 draws 920.01 624.56
[1,267.35] [1,136.47]

20,000 draws 919.58 624.29
[1,267.33] [1,135.32]

Notes:
1. Results presented in this paper use the regression model with 2,000 draws. In the Regression Model we create
deciles of each of the three dimensions of risk predicted by the John’s Hopkins Software and add an eleventh category
in each dimension for zero costs. We then regress year t costs on these three categorical variables (calculated based on
year t-1 claims) and generate a predicted cost in year t. Next we create deciles of this predicted cost variable to yield
10 groups of similarly at risk individuals.
2. In the Decile Model we sum the three raw risk scores predicted by the Johns Hopkins software, create deciles of
this total risk score, and add an eleventh category for zero predicted costs.
3. In the 3 Cell Model we create quintiles of the risk predicted by the John’s Hopkins Software, and create a sixth
category in each dimension for zero predicted expenditure. We then combine these three categorical variables, each
with six levels, to create a cell for each individual, with 216 (63) possible cells. We then combine all individuals not
in the top or bottom cell into one cell, resulting in 3 total cells.
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Table C4: Model Fit for Conditional Logit Models

With Plan Dummies MSE Absolute Error

Rational 0.008 0.0698
Behavioral (premium, no approximate inertia) 0.0078 0.0688
Behavioral (no premium, approximate inertia) 0.0038 0.0472
Behavioral (premium, approximate inertia) 0.0033 0.0439

No Plan Dummies

Rational 0.0127 0.0904
Behavioral (premium, no approximate inertia) 0.012 0.0877
Behavioral (no premium, approximate inertia) 0.0082 0.0729
Behavioral (premium, approximate inertia) 0.0071 0.0652

Notes: Table shows the mean squared error and average absolute error of each of the listed models in accounting
for conditional choice probabilities of each plan given prior year plans. In the top panel, all models include plan
fixed effects and in the bottom panel they do not. The rational model allows utility to be a function of total costs,
the variance of costs and inertia. The behavioral model additionally allows utility to depend separately on gross and
residual premiums, out of pocket costs, and nominal plan characteristics. Specifications without premiums exclude
both gross and residual premiums.
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Table C5: Random Coefficients Models

Perfect Forecast Perfect Backcast Rational Expectations

Gross Premium -0.098 -0.099 -0.099
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Residual Premium -0.030 -0.036 -0.037
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Mean OOP costs -0.005 -0.034 -0.042
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Variance OOP costs − − 0.372
(0.030)

Inertia 2793 2767 2748
(15) (15) (15)

Approximate Inertia 1451 1436 1428
(16) (16) (16)

Std(Gross Premium) 0.029 0.026 0.026
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Std(Residual Premium) 0.032 0.002 0.004
(0.010) (0.015) (0.010)

Std(OOP) 0.030 0.020 0.021
(0.002) (0.003) (0.005)

Std(Variance) − − 0.289
(0.058)

Notes: Table C5 reports the same specifications as Table 3 in the main text, but adding random coefficients on gross
premiums, residual premiums, out of pocket costs, and the variance term in the rational expectations model. The
“Std(X)” rows report the standard deviation of the random coefficients. Standard errors are in parentheses.
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Table C6: Logit Models of Plan Choice

Perfect
Backcast

Perfect
Forecast

Rational
Expectations1

All
Plans

MODA
Only

All
Plans

MODA
Only

All
Plans

MODA
Only

Gross Premium -0.070*** -0.079*** -0.069*** -0.079*** -0.069*** -0.079***
(hundreds) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Residual Premium -0.025*** -0.032*** -0.028*** -0.035*** -0.025*** -0.032***
(hundreds) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Mean OOP Costs -0.007*** -0.030*** -0.006*** -0.034*** -0.018*** -0.038***
(hundreds) (0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Variance OOP Costs − − − − -0.00001 0.011
(times 106) − − − − (0.005) (0.009)

Inertia 2.399*** 1.941*** 2.334*** 1.898*** 2.490*** 1.943***
(0.008) (0.009) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

Deductible, in network -0.004*** -0.046*** -0.044*** -0.043*** -0.042*** -0.045***
(hundreds) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Max OOP, in network -0.014*** -0.026*** -0.016*** -0.023*** -0.017*** -0.028***
(hundreds) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0004)

PCP copay, in network 3.249*** -1.967*** -3.052*** -2.532*** -2.288*** -1.735***
(hundreds) (0.091) (0.131) (0.101) (0.118) (0.113) (0.131)

Foregone Welfare 1012.40 591.94 967.1 564.73 939.88 603.32
(Mean (SD)) (1476.87) (1079.99) (1458.36) (1063.78) (1271.40) (1084.92)

Foregone Welfare − − − − 939.88 602.74
(No Variance) (1271.40) (1082.61)

Percent Selecting 35.8% 45.5% 37.3% 47.4% 33.4% 42.1%
Cost Minimizing Plan

Notes:
1. Rational expectations using regression predicted approach with 2,000 draws.
2. This is analogous to Table 3 and compares the MODA only results with all plans. As in C1, we drop beneficiaries
with only 1 plan in their choice set. However, for MODA only columns in this table, we do not drop beneficiaries with
1 MODA and 1 or more non-MODA plan, and thus a choice set of 1 when restricting to MODA plans. In Figure C1
we do drop such individuals to avoid having observations with mechanically 0 foregone savings.
3. *** Significant at the 1 percent level. ** Significant at the 5 percent level. * Significant at the 10 percent level.
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Table C7: Conditional Logit Models with Age 50+ Sample

Perfect Forecast Perfect Backcast Rational Expectations

Gross Premium -0.079*** -0.079*** -0.079***
(hundreds) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Residual Premium -0.028*** -0.027*** -0.028***
(hundreds) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Mean OOP Costs -0.029*** -0.032*** -0.032***
(hundreds) (0.003) (0.003) (0.007)

Variance OOP Costs − − 0.026
(times 106) − − (0.044)

Inertia 3340.40*** 3355.70*** 3347.96***
(75.663) (75.689)*** (75.701)

Approximate Inertia 1695.78*** 1699.98 1700.38***
(58.458) (59.152) (58.850)

Deductible, in network -0.054*** -0.053*** -0.054***
(hundreds) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Max OOP, in network -0.043*** -0.413*** -0.045***
(hundreds) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008)

PCP copay, in network -0.814*** -0.630** -0.724***
(hundreds) (0.256) (0.256) (0.255)

Foregone welfare 536.84 534.60 552.38
(Mean (SD)) (977.27) (983.43) (993.85)

Foregone welfare 536.84 534.60 550.15
(no variance) (977.27) (983.43) (986.31)

Percent selecting 46.2% 46.2% 46.2%
cost minimizing plan

Notes: Table C7 is identical to Table 3 in the main text, except restricting to individuals of at least 50 years of age.
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Table C8: Choice Set Size Regression with Alternative Risk Aversion

Foregone Savings

2 0 0 0 0
3 248 259 258 265
4 403 415 415 406
5 442 457 452 433
6 597 601 597 565
7 751 758 754 741
Year FE YES YES YES YES
Year-Expenditure FE NO YES YES YES
Experience FE NO NO YES YES
Subsidy Quantiles NO NO NO YES

Total Costs

2 0 0 0 0
3 23 76 74 107
4 70 123 122 124
5 242 314 301 295
6 213 242 230 217
7 409 438 429 448
Year FE YES YES YES YES
Year-Expenditure FE NO YES YES YES
Experience FE NO NO YES YES
Subsidy Quantiles NO NO NO YES

Notes:
1. Table shows, for different levels of risk aversion, results from a regression of foregone savings or total costs on
dummies for the number of plans in the choice set controlling for choice set x tier x rate structure fixed effects and
other controls depending on the row.
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Table C9: Welfare with Alternative Risk Aversion Parameters

Foregone Welfare

No Variance 522
Rational Expectations 522
Other Moments (20,000) 543
CARA = .0001 520
CARA = .0003 518
CARA = .0005 517
CARA = .0010 519
CARA = .0020 547

Notes: Table shows foregone welfare computed as rational expectations model in the text with alternative normative
assumptions. In the first row, we ignore the variance term (and thus compute only how many dollars an alternative
plan saved in terms of premiums plus out of pocket costs). In the second row, we replicate our result from the main
text. In the third row, we estimate a model that includes the 90th, 95th and 99th percentiles of the distribution of out
of pocket costs. In the remaining rows, we impose a degree of risk assumption assuming CARA utility and a normal
distribution of costs (so that the coefficient on the variance term is uniquely determined by the CARA risk aversion
parameter).
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Table C10: Logit Models of Plan Choice by Risk

All Plans

No Risk Aversion CARA = .0001 CARA = .0003 CARA = .0005

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 220 145 207 139 188 128 169 116
4 389 65 376 58 349 44 324 31
5 360 163 343 157 322 145 311 133
6 653 180 636 184 599 192 562 200
7 918 200 905 193 877 179 848 164
8 481 394 389 386 350 370 349 353
9 734 419 673 413 641 403 646 393
10 791 626 841 641 970 669 1,120 698

Moda Only

No Risk Aversion CARA = .0001 CARA = .0003 CARA = .0005

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

Foregone
Savings

Total
Costs

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 265 107 267 105 271 102 75 99
4 406 124 406 122 406 119 177 116
5 433 295 438 296 447 298 109 300
6 565 217 562 219 556 223 337 226
7 741 448 733 445 716 439 558 434
8 784 583 779 586 781 594 834 601
9 − − − − − − − −
10 − − − − − − − −

Notes:
1. Table shows, for different levels of risk aversion, results from a regression of foregone savings or total costs on
dummies for the number of plans in the choice set controlling for choice set x tier x rate structure fixed effects, year
x decile of expenditure fixed effects, and for the subsidy amount and the number of years in which the beneficiary
appears in the data. The first two columns assume no risk, and subsequent columns report results when our normative
welfare measure gives some weight to risk, given the indicated risk aversion parameter above.
2. MODA only shows results from the regression considering only beneficiaries who chose MODA plans, the number
of plans offered by MODA, and savings relative to the best MODA plan in the foregone savings column.
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Table C11: Simulations: Changing Choice Set Size and Providing Information (Welfare)

Year:
Best
Plan

District:
Best
Plan

Individual
Best
Plan

Year:
Remove

Two
Worst

District:
Remove

Two
Worst

Individual:
Remove

Two
Worst

Choice Set Intervention

Status Quo Impact 193 321 532 66 236 376
Only Approximate Inertia − − − 37 226 381
No Inertia − − − 7 216 375

Equivalent Information Intervention

Status Quo Impact 160 193 207 88 173 200
Only Approximate Inertia 175 227 272 75 195 240
No Inertia 196 319 503 57 233 376

Notes:
This table is identical to Table 5, but now welfare is used rather than total costs. The top panel shows simulations
of the impact of changing choice sets on welfare in the chosen plan. The first row shows the estimated impact given
the current degree of inertia, the second row the estimated impact given only approximate inertia, and the third row
the estimated impact removing all inertia. The first column shows the impact of keeping only the best plan based on
average costs among all beneficiaries in that year, the second column keeping only the best plan among all beneficiaries
in that district, and the third keeping only the best plan for that individual (the degree of inertia is irrelevant with only
one plan). The fourth column shows the impact of removing the two worst plans by average costs in that year, the fifth
column the impact of removing the two worst plans by average cost in that district, and the sixth column the impact of
removing the two worst plans for that individual. The bottom panel shows the impact of an information intervention
(simulated as described in the Section 5.3. In this case, no plans are removed, but the information intervention is
simulated so that, with no inertia, it is as effect as the choice set intervention in the status quo (this is done using a grid
search for the scale parameter, and the 6th and 1st row do not match exactly due to the coarseness of this grid).
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Table C12: Total Costs vs. Number of Plans

MODA Only

Total
Costs

Model
Estimated

Costs

Model:
No Hetero-

geneity

Inertia Benefits
of Hetero-

geneity

2 0 0 0 0 0
3 35 -91 -109 27 3
4 177 -3 -51 62 9
5 511 302 303 16 10
6 248 82 125 -25 1
7 410 235 241 14 1

Notes: The first column is the same specification reported in Table 4 for “total costs”. The remaining columns
repeat this regression but with each of the terms in equation (5) substituted for “total costs” as the left-hand side
variable. “Model Estimated Costs” uses the full predicted costs from summing all terms in that equation, “Model:
No Heterogeneity” uses only E∗(uN

jt), “Inertia” uses ξ ·PdE∗(uN
jt)−uN

idt), and the benefits of heterogeneity uses −β2 ·
Σ jPj(1−Pj)σ

2
(e, j).
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